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Abstract
This research sought to understand the dynamics of latent network structures – what they look
like in action, how the social forces within function, and how ties within such a structure may
develop. Relying on initial theory developed by Caroline Haythornthwaite (2005), incorporates
empirical observations to elaborate upon network latency. Carrying out the research in a virtual
community known as 4chan, a survey approach was first undertaken (N = 768) and then
followed up with semi-structured interviews (N = 29). The sense of community index, version 2
(SCI-2), measured social capital exchange while cultural and symbolic capital measured
participation in the forum and accumulation of images. Findings suggest the presence of an
aggregate community structure and decreased importance of social capital, and provide
additional support for a latent model. Evidence also suggests that social capital has a less
powerful impact on the network, with cultural capital gaining importance.
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Chapter 1: Introduction, Background, and Theory Building
Social reality is a collaborative effort in large part created by interaction between at least
two actors actively narrating their world and the details of their relationships. The stimuli
exchanged between actors allows for a dance of interpretation within which we situate ourselves,
creating a reality complete with rules, expectations, specific understandings, and the particulars
of what constitutes acceptable behavior. Who we interact with and how strong our relationship
with them is brings emphasis to our behaviors, giving stronger credence to particular norms and
presenting our social reality with a sharper image depending on what inputs we give greater
preference to. Our acts of construction are generated by our interactions with other actors while
also receiving strong influence from unidirectional sources such as media in the forms of
newspapers or television. It is by observing these interactions and seeing the resulting patterns
that we can understand the tangled webs we generate while trying to navigate our way through
life. To these webs, or connections, we give the name “network,” and it is a basic assumption of
this research that these networks form the basis of everyday social life.
Network theory is largely a structural concept focusing on the network as an abstract
structure and then studying the interactions between actors which construct it. In network
methods there are two definite forms of connections which are written about and expounded on
at length – primary and secondary ties. Empirically, these two types of ties are linked to strength
with regards to social interactions with other actors. Primary, or strong ties are defined by a sense
of intimacy, frequent interactions, and a fulfillment of individual needs (Walker, Wasserman and
Wellman, 1993: 76). Secondary, or weak ties are somewhat the opposite, with low emotional and
intimate intensity, and a lack of needs fulfillment or reciprocity (Granovetter 1973). In the last

decade along with the explosion in popularity of the internet, a new form of tie has been
identified by some, but especially by Caroline Haythornthwaite.
Latent, or potential ties as posited by Haythornthwaite in her piece “Social Networks and
Internet Connectivity Effects” (2005) are simply ties of potentiality which have not yet been
activated through interaction. They also constitute ties which have been activated but are not
strong enough for maintaining prolonged interaction in a sense deactivating for periods of time
or permanently. Haythornthwaite goes on to argue that adding a new medium such as the internet
to how people communicate “…(1) creates latent ties, (2) recasts weak ties – both forging new
ones and disrupting existing associations – and (3) has minimal impact on strong ties” (136).
While Haythorntwaite tends to lump latent ties as both potential and very weak, this
research will differentiate between the two, calling the former potential ties, and the latter latent
ties. This demarcation is being made in an effort to make latent ties a more analytically useful
term, allowing the researcher to focus instrumentation and observation more specifically.
Latency typically refers to a thing which may be present, but is not necessarily overt or obvious.
Potentiality, while a subject warranting research, is not so much “hidden” as it is unrealized. In
this sense, latent ties are more similar in type to negligible ties as specified by Granovetter but
never specifically researched by him.
An actor can be influenced by the ties they interact with and network effects can vary
depending on the relative strength of those ties. Some limited research into social network effects
has been conducted, largely in economics and management research (Suarez 2012) showing the
impacts that tie strength have on decision making. Much of this research has focused on
identifying particular network structures an actor participates in, noting the importance of
smaller primary tie networks over larger networks with access to more secondary ties. As noted
2

by Suarez, “The notion of the strength of strong ties is that small networks characterized by
strong ties tend to be more valuable for organizations than large networks with weak ties,
particularly under conditions of environmental change and uncertainty” (718). Suarez’s findings
suggest that the structure of a given network has some important implications with regards to its
impact on a given actor located therein.
While much ground has been gained by these studies, none of this research takes into
account the effects of latent structures, or latent ties, in terms of network effects. A hierarchy of
network effects suggested by work such as Suarez’s tells us that relative strength of ties should
be understood when attempting to look at how network structures impact actors. The implication
of his work is that we should be able to take out particular structures from a network whole and
be able to at least determine the rough effects those structures have. As the identification and
study of latent ties is relatively new, no latent structure research relating to the matter has been
conducted, and that is what this research seeks to address. I will identify a latent structure in
theory and then seek to empirically show its presence in network wholes. Finally, I will be
attempting to ascertain the relative effects such a structure may have on the participating actors.
This latter point is perhaps the crux of this work, as it will determine the potential importance of
latent structures, and in all hopes add a great deal to the network effect literature.
Building the Latent Theory
Establishing a latent network type. Network typologies serve to help us identify the
types of groupings that we are working with. Identifying the type of network being looked at
helps us to consider and analyze, building up understanding by looking at relative tie strength
and/or interactions between ties. In this section, we will construct the latent network type to both
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define the concept more thoroughly and lay the foundations for establishing methods of
observation.
Latent theory constructed herein relies in part on Haythornthwaite’s contention that
communicative services serve as mediums through which networks can form (2005). Latent
networks will be more likely to exist in places with open membership, where the ability to
exchange social capital is hampered by the low-tenure of members or the ability to indicate traits.
Further, latent ties may be going dormant and getting reactivated depending on the activity of
network participants. That is to say that latent ties are weak enough that they may stop
transmitting or receiving information at any point, especially if members are unable or unwilling
to exchange meaningfully or at all with one another.
It is reasonable to assume that this effect would be heightened in situations with high
levels of anonymity – actors, unable to maintain ties through mutual identification, would most
commonly be limited from forming anything but latent ties, connecting and disconnecting
regularly. Arguably this would result in a shuffling environment, in which social ties would be
unlikely to strongly develop. Adding to this is Matthew Desmond’s conception of disposable
ties, in which members in a common space are able to establish temporary connections to one
another while later deactivating those connections with relative ease. In his discussion of forming
disposable ties Desmond suggests that commonality of interaction in a space can bring people
together, especially if those interactions are around specific interests. While discussing these ties
he focuses on the poor but generalizes the types of connections to “…social advancement,
financial transactions, services, sex, and a variety of other things…” suggesting that such ties can
form on a whim based on subjective need and experience (2012).
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In establishing a latent type we are able to indicate what we will be looking for - what are
the characteristics of a latent network? I argue that a latent network is characterized as having the
following traits:
1. Network ties will be shuffling, cycling through activation and deactivation. In regards to this
we can imagine a bank customer who interacts with the same teller once in a while but
suddenly she quits or loses her job, or Alcoholic Anonymous meetings where members may
come and go.
1.1. There will be a relative hierarchy of effect strength – social, cultural and symbolic
interactions which impact how strongly one associates in a given space. Latent network
hierarchy will place cultural and symbolic participation over social.
1.2. Latent networks can have high idea saliency amongst its members, especially when
saliency is localized. Here we are looking at localized commonality of meaning – local
Alcoholics Anonymous members will have more in common than they will with another
group from further away. They would also share more in common with other local AA
groups than they do with more distant ones.
2. Latent networks will consist of very weak ties, consisting of little to no social capital
exchange between members. However common cultural and symbolic understandings will
remain present, connecting actors through commonality of interactive space and
understanding. In essence, they will have common understandings between one another
while sharing few or no strong interpersonal connections.
2.1. Latent networks will be present in larger communities where members may be able to
develop tenure and long lasting ties with some but not all others. Communities which do
not actively facilitate the exchange of social indicators will have higher levels of latency.
5

2.2. From an egocentric perspective, latent ties will very rarely be the strongest effect on a
single actor’s overall connections when considering all ties. However actors will
commonly participate in many latent structures of varying importance.
3. Latent networks will provide an environment which facilitates observation and unidirectional
interaction. This simply means that latent networks are able to provide a structure which
allows for observation and no reciprocal participation. In this sense, television and theater
could be seen as unidirectional latent ties, presenting characters and information network
actors feel connected to, but only in a receiving sense as they are unable to exchange
meaningfully with the people they are watching.
3.1. Unidirectional interaction will result in a greater diffusion of idea meaning allowing it to
transfer elsewhere more effectively. When observation allows for the formation of nonreciprocal participation, ideas can be passed to them as though to a theater or television
audience.
What we are considering here is a pretty basic argument overall – there can be no smoke
without fire. If social capital exchange is limited, but cultural and symbolic activity remains
high, a network of very loose, shuffling ties may still exist. This work names such a structure a
latent network, and argues that the above characteristics will identify such a structure. Perhaps
most interesting from this is the implication of what such a network structure suggests – no
longer are we focusing on network ties between individuals based around direct, regularly
connected actors, but instead we are now looking at how ideas in a constantly shifting
environments can create the network effects found in commonly held cultural or symbolic
understandings. This idea saliency would be more dominant in this space that social exchange.
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Idea saliency, social range, and their roles in latency. Idea saliency refers to the
strength of ideas– how common are interpretations of common images, cultural ideas, or
symbols within a given overall network? Within a latent network, where ties are constantly
shifting, ideas can still spread. Depending on the size of a latent network, we should be able to
identify a “local” latency effect in which ideal saliency does not extend very far at all beyond a
locality. However, we can also use idea saliency to identify more general latency in which
common images or ideas are shared across multiple groups. Saliency will be expected to be
higher the more local we look; diffusing in terms of meaning the more broadly we expand. To be
clear, when discussing “locality,” it is not in the sense of a physical space being summoned but
rather local in the social sense. In this work, locality is defined with regards to community –
whenever an actor is participating or observing a community space they visit they are in a
particular locality. What matters is not the location, but the community setting. This could be a
physical space and it could also be virtual.
Here we have two things – a local and general effect. Local idea saliency is a “within”
measurement, looking at the strength of common ideas within a particular group or local
network. Consider something like a church’s youth group in this context – the youth group
consists of many egocentric networks which route through that community. The youth group
itself can be looked at as being a medium through which between-actor ties can be established,
and when taken as a whole represents a middle level network which may tie to other network
structures contained in the church. This youth group represents a locality in which common ideas
or activities carried out by the group such as volunteer work will be found. By working closely
together common understandings through cultural and symbolic capital will inevitably form
along with the social capital that may develop. Outside of this locality this idea saliency will not
7

be as strong or regularly occurring. On Internet forums locality is centered on particular subforums in which actors commonly participate or observe interactions.
General idea saliency is an “across” measure observing the strength of common ideas
across multiple groups. In this sense, our youth group example from above would be situated
alongside other groups all of which are contained in a medium known as a “church.” To observe
general idea saliency, we would be considering the strength of commonly held ideas across all
the groups within the church environment to identify which ideas actors across the whole share.
While this analogy is not entirely precise, it serves to show that localized groups within the
church will have common understandings – inside jokes, figures they know well, images with
special meaning – that may be less common or largely non-existent outside of the youth group.
In this sense, our “church” medium is a container in which multiple groups of varying
complexity can develop. For this research our medium will be 4chan, a forum on the Internet
which holds multiple community groups providing pathways for egocentric oriented networks
within.
Understanding where actors socially participate can be measured by social range which
contributes to the relative spread of ideas through an overall network. Social range can be
defined as the distance an individual actor can move to participate or observe another locality. If
many members of one grouping’s locality routinely visit another site then the capacity for idea
saliency to spread concepts from one group to another is increased. The more members with
relatively low social ranges, however, the less a given group’s ideas will be able to spread. There
are two types of social range which need to be elaborated upon – the potential and actual social
ranges, the latter of which is of primary concern to this work.
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Potential social range refers to the total possible distance at which an actor can travel to
receive or transmit information. It is useful to mention here that social range can be impacted by
communicative technologies which allow the increase of social range without having to
physically travel. In this sense, the Internet represents an exponential increase in potential social
range allowing actors to send and/or receive information from vast distances. So the potential
social range of an actor with access to the internet expands across the globe to any other person
or place with access to the internet as well. This particular measure is only of use in
understanding the impact some technologies can bring, but tells us little of actualized impact.
Actual social range is inherently better at this, as it represents a realized range at which actors
receive and/or transmit information. This is a descriptive measure, telling us how far an actor has
in fact “traveled” in their social experiences. For the purposes of this research social range will
be limited by measuring the various message boards individual actors routinely travel within the
4chan medium.
Idea saliency indicates a common bond within a network, and it allows for a couple of
pretty critical things. First, within latent networks idea saliency is the primary bonding point
around which members are able to interact. Sharing ideas and allowing them to spread or die
becomes a primary function of the network structure. Secondly, idea saliency allows for a strong
unidirectional interaction between participating and non-participating (observing) members.
While non-participating members do not contribute directly to meaning making or new concept
variations they do potentially participate in the spread of ideas, and certainly develop at least a
commonality in terms of idea saliency. This helps to establish a digi-gratis economy (Booth
2010) allowing for not only the spread of ideas, but their development and exchange as well.

9

We have a couple of important concepts here. First, idea saliency can be understood as
being the strength of an idea’s has meaning, and what that meaning is. Additionally it can also be
considered in terms of who thinks an idea is important, or how many people in a community
think of it as such. It can be broken down into local and general idea saliency resulting in strong
commonality at the local level but more broad understandings outside of the group. Social range
can be understood as meaning two different things as well – potential range, which considers the
full range of choices available to a person to socially travel, and actual social range which relates
to the more measurable, empirical reality of where actors do, in fact, travel.
Finally, it is useful to understand the difference between those who merely observe
versus those who take on stronger participatory roles. These are two distinct positions, but are
perhaps one of the more interesting defining points of latent network structures. In more
traditionally researched network structures non-active participants are not relevant as reciprocal
exchange is the norm – what does it mean if we observe a secondary or kinship network where
there are actors who are merely observers? Are they even a part of the network? With a latent
network structure, non-participating observers are expected, and are connected because they are
not tied through social capital but instead through idea saliency. This is one of the most
important distinctions between latent networks and other types – actors are not always expected
to be connected by social ties, but can instead be connected merely by observing social ties in
action and this by developing common understanding.
Hypotheses and Expectations
From all of this discussion, it is possible now to talk about what we can expect to observe
when looking for a latent network and identifying the ties therein. While it would be easiest for
us to track the phenomenon by attaching text capture tools to voluntary participants, current
10

limitations on access to resources hampers this prospect. However from our survey instruments,
we will be able to collect some useful information which may allow us to test some basic
hypotheses. While indicators will be specified in a coming section, our hypotheses will be tested
by looking for social, symbolic, can cultural capital. Additionally a sense of community,
homophily, social range, and idea salience will be explored giving us the capacity to establish a
set of expectations regarding research outcomes.
Our first two hypotheses come out of the network literature, and help us to establish that
we are in fact looking at a network of connected persons. It is reasonable to assume that people
who are actively engaged on 4chan by actively participating through posting or actually knowing
other community members would be more connected to it.
Hypothesis 1: Sense of community scores will tend to be lower for non-active participants
than for active ones.
Hypothesis 2: Those with social ties connected in physical reality that also use 4chan will
result in a stronger sense of community than those who do not.
Also important to the work is ways in which the latent structure may set itself apart from
more traditional network types. From the above construction of the latent network theory, it may
be reasonable to assume that, despite low levels of social capital exchange, participants can be
connected entirely by cultural ties. Additionally, following through on Haythornthwaite’s
position that new communicative mediums result in a recasting of ties, it is expected that not
knowing people who use on 4chan would increase the outreach of participants who may be
looking for new connections.
Hypothesis 3: For active participants on 4chan, lower levels of social capital exchange will
show higher levels of cultural and symbolic interactions.
11

Hypothesis 4: For active participants, lower levels of strong ties to 4chan users will result in
higher levels of personal trait sharing on the forum.
Our final hypothesis tests the above regarding social range and idea salience. Higher local
idea salience should result in lower general salience. This can be tested by looking at how
participants respond during interviews in describing particular images they are shown related to
particular spaces.
Hypothesis 5: Board localities with lower averages of social range will result in high idea
salience.
When conducting the qualitative portions of this research, it is expected that our
methodology will come back with processes which identify actors creating common
understandings. Members will participate in processes of culture policing based on dominant
values identifiable in specific spaces, and will create, at the very least, a sense of homophily
regardless of what the actual demographics end up looking like. It is also expected that, on most
boards, processes which involve the exchange of cultural and symbolic artifacts will be more
common than exchanges which indicate social status. Participants in communities will more
commonly go through processes which give greater weight to cultural exchanges over
interpersonal exchanges.
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Chapter 2: Reviewing the Literature and Building the Research
Laying the Foundations
Defining latency. As a topic that is beginning to emerge in the field investigation into
network latency has been limited at best. Like any other subject newly under the microscope
scientists seek to define what they are observing and establish its identification in the lexicon.
Granovetter left the latent tie as a mere footnote in 1979, identifying it as a “negligible tie”
(1361). His footnote is understandable, as he was attempting to explain the importance of
secondary ties, and had reason to draw the line between secondary and negligible for analytical
purposes. He relegated the negligible tie as being absent, or lacking “…substantial significance.”
Essentially, Granovetter’s position was that two people simply knowing of one another did not
move their relationship into the secondary tie category as their interaction was “negligible.”
While a fair observation, this position is rooted in placing the egocentric network analysis over
network ties in the greater whole, and ignores effects which may be present by having a neighbor
one never speaks with.
Haythornthwaite has been the most important source investigating latent ties in the last
decade, focusing much of her work on latency present on the Internet. Her research tends to
focus on the development from potential to at least weak-type ties. Such observations rely on
looking at various mediums of communication, such as forums on the Internet, and observing
potential connections in user bases becoming weak ties between multiple actors (2005). With her
observations Haythornthwaite considers the transition from potentiality to something less than
“weak,” as latent ties, conflating both potential and negligible ties into this category. With
regards to her work, it makes sense to cast latent ties in this way as she is more interested in the
development from potentiality to weak, and from weak to strong based on media connectivity.
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To this end she also posited that latent ties could be represented by actors who connect, become
disconnected, and perhaps with some motivation or other development become connected again.
Once more her focus was on ties going from potential to actively weak (2002).
It is useful here to note why Granovetter sought to differentiate between actively weak
ties and what he termed those which were negligible. This analytic choice was made because he
sought to differentiate between those actors who had merely a “nodding” relationship and those
with which allowed actors to exchange meaningfully without having strong bonds. In his
footnote, Granovetter argued that negligible ties may be distinguished from absent, or
nonexistent, ties in some scenarios. His writing goes on to suggest that these ties were not
necessarily stable, and may return to a state of absence when the contextual scenario was also at
an end. It is for this reason that it is important to distinguish between potential and latency when
referencing Haythornthwaite’s work. By including potential ties with latent ties, we are unable to
discern the scenario in which latency is established more permanently and maintained. Resulting,
it becomes difficult to ascertain how such latent ties can work, and what impacts they can have
on overall network structures.
Matthew Desmond, conducting ethnographic research on urban poor, observed a tie in
line with Granovetter’s negligible and Haythornthwaite’s latent ties, which he called disposable.
He defines the disposable tie as “…relations between new acquaintances characterized by
accelerated and simulated intimacy… and (usually) a relatively short life span” (2012: 1311). In
the context of his work, his definition for negligible ties is relevant to the poor, conditional on
needing to acquire resources from as many sources as possible. The work exemplifies the very
reason why we must differentiate between potential and latent, pointing out that there is this tie
which never develops enough strength to even be considered truly week, and may be tossed aside
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with relative ease. It is the Internet forum user one does not really care much about, the neighbor
we never want to know, the former which may exchange useful information in a single instance,
and the other which may have that lump of sugar we desperately need to finish our batch of
cookies. This is latency – those hidden networks which we can draw upon, take and leave, but
which almost certainly can and do impact our lives.
Community grounding. A review of the literature on community indicates that
“community” as a term operates under a poorly defined concept in sociology, being applied
“unevenly” in research (Postill 2008:414), conflated with networks in some spaces (Venkatesh
2010), and has struggled with a clear identity over the history of its use in the social sciences
(Wellman 1979). This has in turn led to an overall methodological confusion when it comes to
the analysis of communities leading to exceptional divergence on the topic. With the advent of
the Internet, the study of community has garnered additional controversy with questions about
the very fabric of social reality being challenged (Wellman 2001). Initial studies of the Internet
viewed it suspiciously sounding similar in tone and conviction to Weber and Tonnies in their
proposition that community was on the way to be replaced by some new, rationalized system
(DiMaggio et al 2001).
As criticisms developed over studies looking for community on the Internet researchers
have pointed out that study of early Internet trends could hardly be considered the total
culmination of the community question regarding this new technology as its opportunity to
normalize and become a constant fixture in society was still some ways off. Citing the diffusion
rate of television as being so incredibly swift that academia was unable to keep up with
developing norms is an argument used by Galston (2000) to point out why the literature may not
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have initially shown strong signs of community on the internet (see also Haythorntwait and
Kendall 2010).
The vagueness in the research when considering community largely stems from the
“community question” in which researchers attempt to ascertain what exactly constitutes
community. This research will not necessarily attempt to build up lexicographic absolutes around
what does and does not constitute community and, perhaps in an act of brash enthusiasm for the
topic, will resist limiting community definitions to socio-scientific certainty. Reaching back to
early work by Wellman and Leighton on community (1979), this research will take a broad
stroke when considering the community question. In their research, Wellman and Leighton
reiterated the common position that communities were “…networks of interpersonal ties which
provide sociability and support to members, residence in a common locality, and solidarity
sentiments and activities” (365). They went on to argue that, while a part of the common
definition of the time, common locality was not necessary for community to exist. By applying a
network approach to community it was possible to realize that community spread beyond simple
neighborhood or specific spatial boundaries. This innovative inclusion of network approaches to
the community question at that time in many ways foresaw the advent of the Internet and how
community could be considered in such contexts.
Wellman was a bit ahead of his time when it came to methods, and even now it is
difficult to find an exact definition of what scholars mean when they consider the concept of
community. Alvin Wolfe (2006) lamented this difficulty, pointedly suggesting that even the
Encyclopedia of Community did not fully define the concept appropriately until much later in the
book, relying instead on a multifaceted, analytically useless definition in its introduction. Wolfe
however also points out that there is likely a good reason why “community” is so difficult to
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define, and that is because of the lay-quality of the term. When used, there is an almost ethereal
sense to what we are evoking – a knowledge of intimacies, interpersonal interactions, sharing
between person. In the introduction to the Encyclopedia of Community, a four volume series
soliciting writings from hundreds of academics, editors Karen Christensen and David Levinson
write, “Community is a concept, an experience, and a central part of being human. It is… a
subject so complex and interdisciplinary that it takes a work like this to…understand the nature
of community fully” (xxxi). For all of our attempts to scientifically quantify and qualify the
subject, the inherently branching idea of what community is and can be are so far reaching and
changing that it borders on the impossible.
Wellman and researchers which have aligned alongside his works often argue that to
perceive community, one must consider the interpersonal ties of a single or a number of
individual actors participating. This network approach allows researchers to map out
communities from a single actor’s standpoint, positioning the research firmly through the lens of
an egocentric approach. In many respects, this position is reflected in the introduction of the
Encyclopedia of Community, exploring the concept of community as connections made by a
single actor to many others. While this proposed research respects Wellman’s approach, there
remains a concern that this concept of community reduces the complexity of the concept down to
merely the interactions between a single actor and the other actors attached to them.
Wolfe prefers a more complex view when answering the community question, seeking to
identify the interactions which occur between actors by considering the system or structures in
which they occur. When considering communities, we must be able to understand the structures
they form, the hierarchies they are situated in, and developing effects which carry over into other
network modalities. It is argued in this proposal that latent networks are a part this structure,
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figuring into the hierarchy of relations and connections between individual actors as well as
nodal, or affiliate groupings. As Wolfe notes, “At the margins of every egocentric network,
relations tend to shade off by degrees rather than being definitely on or off” (12).
In terms of community latent networks are proposed as a social structure filling in the
gaps of network perspectives on the topic. They are a structural element, fitting in hierarchically
alongside primary and secondary positions inhabited by actors, present in strength depending on
social context. Situated in physical reality, latent networks are represented by neighbors who
have never spoken but are aware of one another or activists marching in the same rally who have
maybe interacted only intermittently though not enough to form long lasting bonds. In the virtual
spaces on the Internet, latent networks can be seen in the communities of forum users who
interact with one another but never or rarely intimately, having no solid sense of social
reciprocity to each other. These networks also consist of the lurkers who merely read but never
participate. From these perspectives latent networks are the networks of ideas - the structure
which ties us together through common ground and understanding, or the exchange of cultural
capital. As Wolfe observes communities being situated from kinship groups upwards to the
nation states which tie together many people, it is this latent structure which binds us into smaller
and greater senses of community.
Differentiating between ties and networks. When discussing network methodologies, it
is useful to know that the ways of looking at a network are incredibly varied. Thus far, there has
been discussion of actor ties and networks, without much effort to usefully distinguish between
the two. To the unitiated, it can seem that the two words can be used interchangeably, but both
have analytic applications which must be considered. In this research, a network tie will be
treated as a piece of the whole, a connection between one actor and another. Networks, on the
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other hand, represent the greater puzzle, the structure which is constituted by many active ties
between numerous users. An egocentric mapping of the ties between a single actors and all
others can be said to be a network map, and a network whole considers all the ties between
multiple actors. Essentially, this work accepts the position of both as being useful for analysis,
and given the need of this work to identify ties and their role in the network whole, both
perspectives will be important.
A tie is an exchange of stimuli - if exchange occurs from one actor to another, or between
two or more actors, a tie binds them together socially. It is the types of exchanges which occur
within the structure which becomes necessary to consider. We can use social ties to explain and
understand the type of exchanges which occur within the network whole. The network, then, is
the structure which results from the regularity of interaction between actors with ties. It is the
sum total of actor ties being observed. When displayed visually, this sum total takes on the look
of a convoluted web, depending on how many ties exist within a network. The more ties present,
the more complex this web begins to look.
Considering this, we can use specific tie-types to define what it is we are looking at. For
example, we could look at a kinship network – a network of actors whose ties are defined by
biological or familial relations – and the interactions therein. Primary networks would pull out
those actors who are connected through strong, primary ties, such as close friends. An analysis of
secondary networks necessitates looking at an actor and all of the secondary ties they may
possess. Such an analysis may include acquaintances, like co-workers or fellow members of a
small club. We can take such analyses further, looking at an actor’s network affiliations, or the
various networks which they participate in, often delineated by the physical and/or virtual
localities they act within. By conducting this form of analysis, we would need to look into the
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interplay of an actor’s ties across multiple network types be they kin, primary, secondary or
others. Affiliation studies allow network researchers to expand the scope of their research
options in order to understand the influences of multiple networks.
This work will focus on a network structure which has received little or no attention, but
which builds up from Haythornthwaite’s defining of latent ties: the latent network. The latent
network is a structure which is defined herein as consisting of seemingly unconnected actors
who, despite the lack of strong social connections, are regardless connected through less obvious
means. Pulling out a latent network for study requires looking for commonality of ideas and
spaces in which participants actively engage one another but are indifferent about maintaining
those connections. In attempting to study a latent network care must be taken to appreciate how
participants feel about the space they are active in, the level of intimacy or reciprocity they
experience, and how ideas in a space may be tying them together.
Establishment and maintenance of ties in communities. In an effort to observe network
ties we need to be able to identify the processes which may lead to their creation and allow for
their continued existence over time. Since latent ties tend to be very weak, our instrumentation
must be sensitive enough to be detect the connections, and an understanding of the conditions
leading to tie formation is key in this respect. Most network literature tends to focus on strength,
material being exchanged between actors, and observing how they function. As such, the
literature on network tie creation is somewhat limited, but established enough to give us some
idea of what we can be looking for.
As transference of information between actors is key for the establishment of ties, it must
also be necessary for the establishment of community. The network structure generated by
multiple actors participating in common space, virtual or real, are the source of community
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perceived both egocentrically and at the network whole. One can understand this quality when
looking at any number of communities. A church for example is composed of many network ties
which can be and are established by those who have membership in common. In some instances
egocentric or actor oriented network mapping would show that members of one actor’s network
would overlap as members in another. Taking one of those actors and tracing their ties with
others explores for us their egocentric network. Pulling the lens back to observe all egocentric
networks in action would detail for us the overall community at the church in question.
One of the ways we can test for communication between actors or understand the types of
exchange which occur between ties is to understand how social capital within network pairings is
organized. This gets to the importance of social and cultural capital exchange as these indicators
are typically developed to observe how actors are interacting with one another. Research tells us
that when social capital exchange is low tie strength tends to be low as well leading to a greater
preponderance of weak connections. Environments which produce low levels of social capital
exchange tend to be opened communities which allow members to flow in and out freely
resulting in larger numbers of people never developing long-lasting ties (Shackman 2010). This
can be the case in both on and offline relationships. As an example, when looking into physical
neighborhoods lower social capital development is not linked to renters inherently but rather to
large turn-over rates in people residing there (Temkin and Rohe 1999; DiPasquale and Glaeser
1999).
As a sufficient cause for the creation of social capital the above research tells us that the
types of community structures formed and amount of time individuals spend in them are
important in creating different types of network ties. Additional insights into the creation of
social ties tell us that the kinds of actors present in a community can impact the strengths of ties
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made. Communities with high levels of difference between its members especially as it relates to
socioeconomic status tend to have lower levels of social capital exchange (Coffé 2009). Theories
relating to homophily or characteristic sameness in networks tend to back up these findings
suggesting that actors make connections to one another most commonly with others who they
believe to be more like themselves. It has also been found that distance between actors can have
an impact on ties even when homophily is present (Yuan and Gay 2006).
Overall it is creating the conditions which allow for ties to be maintained which dictates
whether or not strong relationships will develop across a network. It is very common to find
frequency of interactions with ties as an indicator assessing tie strength and so observing how
network members communicate with one another is important. Haythorntwaite and Kendall
suggest, for example, that people who communicate both online and offline often sustain the
strongest relationships in a given community. Communities online which facilitate social
exchange amongst its members in this way tend to be more stable with more tenured community
members (2010). In his review and redevelopment of community typology in 2001, Steven Brint
made note of these important observations. His theoretical work sought to include virtual
communities in which members communicated both online and face to face as a community
type.
In understanding all of the above, it will be necessary for research instruments to look
into face-to-face interactions between members while also attempting to investigate relative
homophily. Including indicators which seek to address these measures would give us a way to
investigate varying levels of strength which may be found in a community, and give us insight
into how they interact with latent networks. Work both qualitative and quantitative should
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attempt to pay attention to the efforts of actors in displaying their own physical and personal
traits while also looking at the overall architecture of the community.
Capital accrual and development. This work relies on perspectives of non-monetary
capital – social, cultural and symbolic – in its attempt to assess the presence and function of
latent networks. While latent networks are not inherently tied to class struggles or Marxist
theoretical work, using these concepts helps to illuminate what types of exchanges are taking
place and to what extent members of a community are able to accumulate non-monetary wealth
so to speak. A network approach requires that we understand the types of ties between actors we
are looking at and the application of social capital allows us to assess the strength of those ties.
Cultural capital presents us with insights into the economy of knowledge present in a community
giving us the ability to observe how knowing something or being able to respond intelligibly to
other members within certain normative expectations functions to tie the network together.
Symbolic capital generates an analytic tool to incorporate ranks, titles, or accepted credentialing
into our observations. Taken together, these capitals give us data which can be used to get the
best view we can get.
During the discussion of network tie strength it is common to also find a conversation
about social capital. Of the three, social capital has received the greatest amount of attention
which has resulted in some confusion over its meaning. Though definitions of the term tend to
vary depending on the type of research or the researcher, there are some pretty strong indicators
found commonly. Networks or who people associate with tends to be present in most of the
literature along with trust, reciprocity and, depending on focus, an element looking at
participation in community (Stone 2001; Oorschot, Arts and Gelissen 2006). In assessing the
strength of ties between actors these measures are often used to assess the strength of a
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relationship. In other words, common measures to assess social capital are also used to determine
how important a relationship between two people are.
A little less developed, especially outside of education research, cultural capital is
important for this research to consider. In its vaguest terms, cultural capital is commonly
considered to relate to taste, or the ability to navigate culture by understanding its certain aspects.
It is commonly operationalized as a high-brow, cultural elite concept looking at visits to centers
of culture such as art museums, ownership of cultural artifacts like pieces of music or paintings,
and attitudes or interests in understanding these things. There are also some studies which have
focused on studying competence in cultural matters exploring the knowledge of people with
regards to art, music, and the like (Lareau and Weininger 2003).
Difficult to separate out from the cultural is the concept of symbolic capital. This is in
part because some researchers do not see the need to separate the two out considering cultural
capital to also include a system of signifiers such as commonly accepted credentials or systems
of legitimization (Malaby 2009). Perhaps this is related to the idea that symbols and culture are
so interdependent on one another that it can be wasted effort to separate them empirically.
Symbolic capital, generally considered an economy of signs, typically refers to titles like senior
or junior, commonly accepted credentials - doctor for example - and ways of signaling to others
the possession of something such as the ownership of more cars than needed perhaps indicating
wealth. In general symbolic capital is thought of as looking at representations of culture which
indicate something specific about actors in a given community or society (Bird and Smith 2005).
Utilizing these definitions to inform this research brings a couple of important factors
into the mix. First and perhaps most important, use of social capital indicators will allow us to
assess the strength of social ties between members of community at an individual level. It will
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also open up the research to considering a sense of community present in group analysis.
Secondly, cultural capital gives us a basis to understand the presence of commonly held
normative structures focusing in on knowledge of a community’s culture along with observing
the degree to which cultural assets are collected by members. Finally, symbolic capital will help
to shore up our cultural capital indicators exploring the use of objects to signify meaning or
understanding. These three capitals together allow for group, whole network elaboration while
also giving insights into egocentric ties which compose that structure.
Building the Research
Research site focus: why 4chan? Following some of the theoretical points outlined
above, the Internet provides a medium in which detecting latent network structures should be
easiest. Social networks on the Internet are easier to track as they are often formalized through
websites such as Facebook or Google+. The networks found on these websites will generally
provide researchers with the ability to observer primary and secondary affects with relative ease.
Latency may prove to be more nuanced to detect however, and in order to garner the best
empirical results it is necessary to seek out a source that provides a structure which lends itself
more strongly to a latent “pure” type. It is certainly true that upon observing actors on 4chan we
are likely to see that there are primary and secondary network structures present. However it is
my expectation that these will be relatively minor in contrast to the latent structures present, and
this is in large part due to the design of the website.
4chan is an internet forum commonly called a “message board” by some users which
allows people to write posts or respond to messages as well as submitting images which are
displayed next to the author’s message. Users, or posters as they are commonly known, either
start new topic conversations or respond to an already existing one. These conversations are
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known as “threads,” relating them to a string of replies which constitute interaction around a
particular matter. For an example of this, see Figure 1. As one can see in Figure 1, user names
are not required on 4chan, and posters are able to make their responses as “Anonymous.” Those
posters who create conversation threads are able to assign thread titles. In the example, the thread
title is “American Education.” When replying in a thread, posters may also indicate who they are
directly replying to, or they may simply just make a comment. The individual who starts a thread
is normally signified by the title “original poster” or “OP.” All posts made on the board
regardless of whether or not they use a screen name or remain as “Anonymous” are assigned post
numbers. Perhaps because of the regularity of these anonymous writings, it is common for
posters to simply refer to one another by the post number assigned to the individual they are
responding to or quoting.

Figure 1. 4Chan Conversation Thread Example

The forum is organized along various themes, and segmented into 63 different message
boards along the lines of those themes (see Figure 2). Each board has a page limit, seemingly
determined by the relative popularity of the forum in question, and the content available on a
given board is limited only to those pages. Posts that are not popular, or reach a max response
limit, eventually slide to the last page and then disappear from the website forever. Resulting is
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impermanence as everything posted on 4chan regardless of the board will be deleted eventually.
Some of the boards move so quickly because of the population and posting rates that topics
quickly appear and disappear within minutes or hours.
These elements of the 4chan design allow for a structure in which users rarely know who
is posting or responding to their posts, and forces a transitory nature in which the content
available is always changing. There are no histories associated with screen names, and topics can
disappear so quickly that establishing in-depth conversation can be difficult or impossible.
Instances in which users break anonymity by posting specific traits of their real-life selves can
result in derision depending on the context and in the worst instances can lead to real life
repercussions as other 4chan users find out additional personal information about a poster. With
limited ability to establish reciprocal and intimate relationships 4chan’s design lends itself very
well to the idea of a latent network in action.
There are other forums on the Internet, such as Reddit or Something Awful as examples,
which share design similarities with 4chan and in which latent structures could probably be
detected. However their designs often require some form of user registration, and generally
attach posting history to individual user names. These forums also tend to be much more
permanent in their nature, archiving content actively over time and only erasing content which
may be in violation of the rules established by the forum administrators. While these
environments border on latency, they also foster a greater possibility of social capital exchange,
building up ties between users which would likely be more in line with secondary ties than
latent. Eventually it will be useful to study these sites once latent networks are better understood,
but in the meantime 4chan offers us a better chance to examine if and how latency functions.
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Figure 2. 4chan Board Index

While the above offers a rationalization of why we are focusing on 4chan it is
understandably necessary to establish whether or not our result could in any way be relevant in
physical reality as well. The community question in general has never been fully laid to rest, and
the debate received a renewed vigor with the rising popular of the Internet a decade ago – how
could one measure network ties online, could they be measured the same way as they were
offline? Further, were ties online of a different nature, and were they even real (Galston 2000)?
Since the relative stabilization of the Internet, the field has started to come to terms with
many of these concerns, going so far as to establish both logical and empirical framings (Brint
2001; Brey 2003; Haythornthwaite and Kendall 2010). Understanding the strength of ties and
thus their maintenance comes from at the very least also observing both the frequency of
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interaction and what forms those interactions take. Essentially, empirical findings and logical
framings tell us that network connections online can be thought of in roughly the same way as
they are offline.
The ontology regarding virtual communities is not entirely different than the ontology of
networks in physical reality. Considering Brey (2003), we come up with a simple explanation for
why this is. Studying the construction of social reality in physical reality is transferred into the
virtual, and Brey focuses on the basic formula, “X counts as Y (in context of C)” (273).
Essentially, in this instance we are looking at “social facts” – those things which we have given
status to and interpret to mean something in specific contexts. He goes on to suggest that while
physical reality cannot be exactly replicated in virtual spaces, social reality can be. It merely
requires “…the collective will to do it” (278). Any given thing affected by a community has a
class of objects X which need to have meaning or status assigned to them, with Y being the
assigned status in the context of a given condition C. It would seem to follow that community
can flow almost anywhere information is transferred and interpretation of information must be
conducted.
Brey’s logical argument for how meaning is assigned within networks and between them
establishes the necessary social structure of social worlds. Social worlds, as defined by
Haythornthwaite and Hagar, “consisting of people who share activities, space and technology”
(2004:313), are places where communication between actors is essential and to which social
understanding is transferred by those actors. Offline these social worlds manifest in numerous
ways – through work, through community organizations, through family, through friend circles,
and so on. Social worlds are not only present in communities but constitute them both
constraining and allowing actors to participate in networks in meaningful ways.
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Observing idea saliency. In order to observe idea saliency we will need to borrow from
archeology as sociology does not have a strong method for observing commonality of ideas. It
will be important to borrow lessons from some sociological researchers such as symbolic
interactionists, but we will need a way to observe idea saliency so that we can apply their
research. To do this, we will rely on object biographies (Gosden and Marshall 1999; McDonnell
2010). Traditionally, object biographies suggest that there is a “life” to objects which actors
interact with. For instance, a table has a biography which relates to how everybody who interacts
with it defines it – so it could be a place to eat, a place for family discussions, a place for
drinking buddies to gather, or a place to play board games. The table embodies all of these
actions, and it also is defined by the feelings connected to these interactions. Children, as an
example, may view the table as a place where they receive lectures and thus associate it with
negative experiences when parents are present and then in another instance associate the table as
a place of fun when playing board games with siblings.
An object biography represents the social life of the object. McDonnell used object
biographies when studying AIDs media campaigns in Ghana, Africa. To construct his object
biographies, he investigated a few things. His first consideration was the object as existing in a
distinctive context, and then observed activities which were engaged in while in the presence of
the object. He asked people to describe the object, articulate its meaning and purpose, positive or
negative effects it had, and then considered sources of knowledge regarding the said object. This
will be a useful approach in understanding ideas on 4chan – in order to assess how an idea exists
within a particular locality, it will be important to understand its overall object biography.
This is ultimately one of the more important concepts in this piece. An object biography
is going to have, arguably, two modes – a local mode and a broader general mode. Some images
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will exist largely or perhaps only at the local level. Ideas which exist largely at the local level
will have few or no shared meanings outside of that locality. However, once an idea has been
successfully reproduced in multiple localities, its object biography will take on an aggregate
affect in which multiple meanings and understandings will be attributed to it. In this sense, idea
saliency will be shared across multiple localities both sharing meaning across and diverging into
local meanings.
As an example of this we can take an idea on 4chan known as Good Guy Greg. Ideas on
4chan are often boiled down to the base parts and placed into an image, known as a meme. These
memes contain background images, often representative of an emotion or thought being
expressed, and then accompanied by words. Good Guy Greg is a fairly ubiquitous meme,
spreading supposedly from 4chan but quickly taking root in many other online forums around the
internet. Often abbreviated GGG, this meme is associated with a person who does or sees
something, and reacts in a positive or friendly manner. This meme has an incredibly broad
general idea saliency, in that its meanings are defined from a very wide aggregate (see Figure 3
for this general context).
Despite this, GGG also has localized meanings, interpreted by members of 4chans /b/
message board as a “white knight,” or a person who comes to the aid of others merely to
ingratiate themself in the eyes of that individual. The image can also be used to reference
particular group norms of “good guy” not common elsewhere – a man who turns down sex with
a intoxicated woman for example may be viewed as a white knight instead of a good guy, in this
instance having a localized meaning that a subset of people agree with. The difference between
the general and the local then is this interpretation. General salience refers to broad application of
information, whereas localized salience refers to knowledge distinct from the broader group.
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Figure 3. Good Guy Greg

We can begin to see how these ideas can have a more generalized meaning, but can also
have meaning more specific to a particular locality. Constructing an object biography allows us
to start investigating what meanings are attributable to particular images. Because we are looking
at latent networks, where idea saliency is important, constructing object biographies allows us to
start differentiating between applications of particular ideas. By using social range as an
observable variable, we will not only be able to attribute a “general” effect to memes like GGG,
but we will also be able to localize meaning to particular boards. In terms of McDonnell’s
methods, locality becomes a contextualizing factor by which we can understand our object
biographies.
Observing social range. Social range comes into play here and it is useful to construct a
quick path model by which we can understand why we would be considering social range. Social
range impacts idea saliency which then impacts latency effects. Further social range directly
impacts latency effects by increasing the range at which actors are involved in latent networks.
We can understand this in a couple ways – first, people with high social range will have a bigger
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meaning base for their individual object biographies. So, images that are common across
multiple groupings individuals participate in will allow for diverse object biographies.
Additionally, they will also have a broader personal database of ideas which they are familiar
with, drawing upon idea saliency rooted in multiple groups. Secondly, groups that have many
actors with high actualized social range will likely result in a broader application of ideas within
the group.

Figure 4. Expected model of Social Range and Idea Salience on Latency

To pull this out in a meaningful way let’s consider the spread of two ideas – creepypasta
and GGG. While this brief explanation is anecdotal, it is illustrative of the effects being spoken
to here. Creepypasta is an idea found commonly in groups which are dedicated to horror or
“scary” stories and images. While found outside of these groups occasionally creepypasta has a
strong localized meaning when compared to general meaning, and its application is fairly
specific. Comparatively, GGG has incredibly broad application which can be localized when
necessary. Members with high social range will be more likely to introduce GGG into a localized
setting with localized meaning, because of the general nature of the object biography which
defined the meme. It is possible in fact that GGG images would appear in creepypasta
conversation threads complimenting the original poster. On the other hand, because of the
extremely localized nature of creepypasta, it is unlikely to be common outside of groups which
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focus on scary or horror related objects. Further, because such groupings are so specific such
groups are less likely to be included in the social range of many actors, and thus its spread will
most certainly be reduced. This means that latent networks tied to the idea saliency of
creepypasta will have a constructed biography with a smaller meaning base and will appear less
commonly outside of those particular groupings.
The importance of actualized social range is integral to this work. It must be observed as
a function of where users of 4chan go, and where they spend their time. Users with a high social
range will be able to transfer memes more often than others, as their object knowledge base will
be inherently broader. What I think will be most interesting from much of this is the penetration
of certain memes into certain social contexts. What I mean to say here is that some memes will
have a broader application than others and it is my assertion that groups with members who have
high levels of social range will have a higher reproduction of their meanings elsewhere and thus
their memes will be more wide spread.
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Chapter 3: Methods and Pretesting
Constructing Indicators
General components. As the title suggests, this research seeks to identify the component
elements of latent networks – ties, structures and effects. In order to accomplish this task, three
broad dimensions must be addressed – showing latency exists, observing the strength of latency,
and observing processes which occur within latent networks. Assessing these dimensions
capably involved both qualitative and quantitative considerations. Basic network exploration of
network elements was accomplished by a series of indicators, uncovered through selfadministered survey batteries, although some network processes required a more detailed
navigation of the environment and relied on more in-depth interviews.
Demographic indicators. Demographic questions helped establish controls and were
used to descriptively explore the backgrounds of those participating in the study. Additionally,
by observing demographic indicators we are able to give future research a basis for comparison.
Network and social capital research tends to indicate that demographic variables such as race,
sex, education, marital status, age, and socioeconomic status are important for investigating the
subject matter. Respondents were asked about their race, choosing from White, Black, Hispanic
or Latino, Native American or American Indian, Asian and Pacific Islander or other. Sex and
gender was A/B tested allowing respondents to write in how they identified. The education
question asked what level of schooling respondents had completed, giving the choices of some
high school, high school degree, some college, associate’s degree, bachelor’s degree, or graduate
degree. The race and education variables were validated questions offered by SurveyMonkey,
designed and tested by their experts in other surveys.
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Due to a potentially high number of younger respondents the marital status question was
given some additional nuance. They were asked what their current marital status was, and were
able to choose from now married, widowed, divorced, separated, or never married. If
respondents selected any answer except “married” they were filtered into a follow up which
asked about their relationship status. There respondents were able to select whether they were
cohabitating with a partner, in a relationship but not cohabitating, or not in a relationship. Age
was left as an open ended question, asking respondents to give their current age in years. Relying
again on a SurveyMonkey validated question, income was separated into nine different
categories in $25,000 intervals.
Showing latency. Attempting to show network latency focuses at first on group level
measurements. Exploring this, researchers have relied on measures relating to reciprocity, sense
of community, needs fulfillment and emotional connection (Koh and Kim 2003) to determine
where ties exist and how strong they are. The Sense of Community Index, version 2 (SCI-2) as
developed by Chavis, Lee and Acosta (2008) addresses most of these topics. This particular
version of the index was built specifically to sense of community not only in physical spaces but
also in virtual ones as well. The survey consists of 24 items each contributing to four subscales.
These subscales are designed to measure reinforcement of needs, membership, influence, and
shared emotional connection. Extensive testing and validation through factor analysis have
confirmed that in measuring sense of community the SCI-2 is a useful instrument with some
limitations. However, researchers implementing the survey online have often attempted to assess
a sense of community at a general level asking all participants from an entire forum to assess
their sense of community (Abfalter, Zaglia and Mueller 2012). This process ignores the
possibility that members participate in specific localities within the forum.
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Implementation of these indicators focused on asking members to consider their sense of
community as it applies to a specific 4chan message board. As part of the overall survey
instrumentation respondents will be asked to determine which board they believe they use most
frequently measuring their community of interest and resulting in the variable “Board of
Interest.” When they arrived at the SCI-2 instrument they were asked to consider the questions in
context of their board of interest response. This means that instead of asking respondents if they
felt a sense of community by participating in 4chan as a whole, they were instead asked if they
feel a sense of community when participating in boards like Politically Incorrect, Anime,
Weapons or others. It is also useful to know that while sense of community is an individual level
variable taking its average as it applied to individual message boards allowed for group level
analysis and comparison.
Observing affect strength. Individual level variables were also used in an effort
understand social capital exchange between users. Since the SCI-2 handled most of our social
capital indicators, there are only a few more matters which needed to be addressed for observing
latency. First, respondents were asked about other people they knew who also used 4chan, or the
number of non-latent ties, and how frequently they interacted with those people, or frequency of
non-latent interactions. Respondents were also asked how frequently in their real life interactions
with those non-latent ties conversations about happenings on 4chan come up as a topic on a
weekly basis, measuring frequency of topic interaction. Finally respondents were asked to
identify, of those they knew who also used 4chan, how many of them they considered to be
“close friends.” These questions were designed to answer the network portion of social capital,
exploring to what degree the knowing people impacts a sense of community on 4chan.
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Individual level cultural capital indicators were used to see how participation generally
presents on 4chan. They consisted of asking 4chan users if they have ever participated in specific
types of conversation threads found on the website, as well as determining whether they
considered themselves to be an observer or an active participant. Thread types were established
in work by Bernstein et al in which they recorded and analyzed thread postings for a two week
period in 2010. The identified types included themed, sharing content, question or advice,
sharing personal information, discussion, request for items, request for action and meta threads.
While their work focused specifically on the /b/ - Random board, their typological results are
applicable across multiple boards (2012). As individual level variables, these cultural capital
questions sought to understand to what degree respondents participated in 4chan culture.
Symbolic indicators are more knowledge based asking respondents how frequently they
made posts with accompanying images, measuring symbolic presentation, and whether or not
they saved images found on 4chan into organized folders for sharing with others, creating a
symbolic accumulation variable. These latter two questions were designed to understand to what
degree symbolic capital collection may be a part of the user experience. Finally, respondents
were asked to consider what personal traits or characteristics they have shared about themselves
on 4chan. They were given set of questions asking whether or not they have shared their race,
gender, sexual preferences, income, age, physical location, and occupation on the message board
they spend most of their time. These last questions were designed to understand how common it
is for respondents to share personal traits with others on 4chan and to determine if there is a case
to be made for a sense of homophily being present in some spaces.
Observing latent process. In an effort to really explore the processes individuals go
through while participating in their experiences on 4chan respondents were asked about their
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own personal habits: how much time do they spend on the website on a weekly basis and about
how much time they think they spend on their primary board of interest? These two questions
were designed to measure general and local participation respectively. Finally one important
question still needed to be asked – what boards do respondents frequent on 4chan? The question
focus there sought to measure social range.
Much of the work on this front was more qualitative in nature, coming from limited
ethnographic field experiences and more in-depth object biography interviews. Designed to be a
follow up interview the object biography interviews were based off answers respondents gave
with regards to the boards on 4chan they most commonly participate in. During the course of
these interviews respondents were asked to identify specific images and to define what they
mean to them. As part of this process they were asked what name they may have for specific
objects, the boards they would expect to find them on, and what contexts were appropriate for
posting the images in. Using these elements together it was possible to develop a sense of local
or general idea saliency while also estimating the social range certain images possessed on
4chan. This portion of the research is meant to explore idea salience, locality and generality in
more depth adding explanatory context to our data.
While the survey instruments worked towards building up a description of the type of
network present on 4chan this final approach gave a finer sense of process. Exploring how
posters on 4chan exchange capital, how they interact with one another, and how they develop
their normative environment is necessary for understanding whether our instruments missed
anything, misattributed characteristics, or simply failed to detect more nuanced approaches to
networking. There is a sense here of going over the research with a fine-toothed comb to make
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sure everything is in order. While the results may not be 100% definitive, the qualitative
approach presented a better sense of what it is we are observing.
Social, Cultural, and Symbolic Capital Battery
The primary data collection instrument revolves around the implementation of a
structured survey, which was called the Social, Cultural, and Symbolic Capital Battery (SCSCB).
This instrument consisted of 46 questions including the measurements for social network
strength, cultural, and symbolic capital. As part of the methodological process, the SCSCB
battery was the first part of the research participants would encounter. At the end of the SCSCB,
all respondents were asked if they would be willing to participate in the follow up interview.
Those who selected yes were contacted to schedule a time at which the object biography
interview could be conducted.
Use of the SCSCB was necessary in establishing the presence of latent network
structures. The results of the survey were used to determine various capital strengths present on
4chan and to begin understanding to what degree other network structures were present.
Questions asked pertained to the nature of social relationships found on 4chan, the strength of
community ties, of cultural participation, and particular symbolic elements amongst users.
Sampling. Getting a decently large sample from a diverse population was an important
part of this work especially if empirical evidence was to have any substantive weight. As a result
a small population conveniently available on the Eastern Michigan University campus was not
be used, but rather efforts were made towards building a larger volunteer pool directly from
4chan. While the website’s owner and administrator Christopher “Moot” Poole was contacted a
number of times in an effort to make recruitment easier no responses were forthcoming. Instead
of posting threads recruiting participants, a $50 advertisement was purchased on the website.
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Upon clicking potential volunteers were directed to a recruitment message and then, if deciding
to proceed, to the actual survey. The advertisement was in the form of a banner (Figure 5) and
the location which was purchased made it visible at the top of the page on each 4chan image
board.

Figure 5. 4chan Banner Advertisement

The recruitment message indicated that volunteers were being asked to participate in a
study for a master’s level thesis project, briefly explained the purpose of the research, and
indicated that volunteers needed to be over the age of 18 to participate. If they chose to proceed,
they were then met with a consent form that covered the research particulars in more depth. Once
they started taking the survey their IP addresses were logged by SurveyMonkey and recorded in
the data. That data was not present in the final dataset, but was only used in an attempt to
authenticate unique participants. No repeat IP addresses were identified, and the data was
permanently deleted as per the consent form agreements.
The banner advertisement purchased through 4chan allowed for 180,000 impressions,
meaning that it allowed for up to that many people to see it. Realistically many participants
would see the advertisement more than once as they reloaded pages or viewed content on the
website. Put up in the evening, the banner ad ran for about seven hours before all views had been
exhausted. Of the 180,000 views, 1,165 individual followed the link and made it through the
recruitment message, selecting whether they agreed or disagreed to provide their consent. Much
like with the pretest dataset cleaning required implementing filters in a first attempt to clean and
validate the data. Cases were removed based on whether or not they had answered the Social
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Range and Sense of Community Questions (X1 and/or X2 ≥ 1). Removed cases were placed in a
separate data file for review. Those with missing data on the selected variables but data in other
fields were placed back into the final dataset, and those with no other data, or a completely
incomplete survey, were left out. This resulted in an N of 726 respondents.
When participants were asked whether or not they would be willing be interviewed they
could agree or disagree. If they selected yes, they were then asked to provide an email address,
which was saved only on the SurveyMonkey website. Emails and scheduling were largely
limited to the SurveyMonkey system, but some volunteers opted to email the researcher directly
to schedule their times. Interviews required the sharing of some personal data which was not kept
after the interview had been concluded.
Object Biography Interviews
This final instrument is more qualitative in nature, semi-structured and opened ended.
The interview involved discussing ideas contained in images, noting particular images generally
present across many boards but also those more locally isolated to particular boards. The object
biography sought to understand the lived aspects of objects on 4chan by conducting an analysis
of commonality of ideas across multiple participants. To generate a pool of images to be used for
the interviews boards with the highest number of interview volunteers were selected and then a
limited field experience was carried out in an effort to identify themes or common images. This
resulted in 11 images, which were labeled A through K. These images were assigned numbers
randomly for each interview, and four were selected for each participant (Table 1). If participants
specified a particular board on which an image was found, and it was not represented in their
randomly selected pool, they were shown that image as well.
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Table 1. Image Assignment
Interview 1
Image 1 Image_E
Image 2 Image_G
Image 3 Image_I
Image 4 Image_J
Interview 16
Image 1 Image_J
Image 2 Image_F
Image 3 Image_D
Image 4 Image_C
Interview 31
Image 1 Image_D
Image 2 Image_G
Image 3 Image_I
Image 4 Image_K

Interview 2
Image_C
Image_I
Image_J
Image_G
Interview 17
Image_G
Image_E
Image_K
Image_D
Interview 32
Image_D
Image_H
Image_B
Image_F

Interview 3
Image_C
Image_E
Image_H
Image_G
Interview 18
Image_E
Image_A
Image_B
Image_J
Interview 33
Image_H
Image_I
Image_G
Image_E

Interview 4
Image_B
Image_C
Image_D
Image_A
Interview 19
Image_A
Image_F
Image_I
Image_C
Interview 34
Image_H
Image_A
Image_I
Image_D

Interview 5
Image_J
Image_G
Image_C
Image_E
Interview 20
Image_I
Image_C
Image_E
Image_H
Interview 35
Image_F
Image_G
Image_H
Image_B

Interview 6
Image_A
Image_D
Image_C
Image_I
Interview 21
Image_I
Image_C
Image_B
Image_G
Interview 36
Image_B
Image_J
Image_D
Image_A

Interview 7
Image_C
Image_F
Image_G
Image_H
Interview 22
Image_B
Image_H
Image_D
Image_I
Interview 37
Image_A
Image_H
Image_E
Image_G

Interview 8
Image_A
Image_H
Image_C
Image_B
Interview 23
Image_E
Image_F
Image_I
Image_J
Interview 38
Image_H
Image_A
Image_E
Image_G

Interview 9
Image_D
Image_J
Image_I
Image_E
Interview 24
Image_B
Image_G
Image_E
Image_C
Interview 39
Image_E
Image_B
Image_I
Image_D

Interview 10
Image_C
Image_B
Image_H
Image_J
Interview 25
Image_C
Image_B
Image_F
Image_J
Interview 40
Image_G
Image_A
Image_F
Image_D

Interview 11
Image_D
Image_B
Image_G
Image_A
Interview 26
Image_B
Image_I
Image_E
Image_H
Interview 41
Image_E
Image_H
Image_J
Image_G

Interview 12
Image_F
Image_G
Image_C
Image_I
Interview 27
Image_C
Image_F
Image_J
Image_E
Interview 42
Image_B
Image_H
Image_F
Image_A

Interview 13
Image_E
Image_C
Image_F
Image_G
Interview 28
Image_E
Image_J
Image_D
Image_B
Interview 43
Image_J
Image_C
Image_F
Image_D

Interview 14
Image_J
Image_G
Image_B
Image_D
Interview 29
Image_B
Image_E
Image_H
Image_F
Interview 44
Image_B
Image_H
Image_F
Image_I

Interview 15
Image_G
Image_C
Image_D
Image_J
Interview 30
Image_J
Image_F
Image_A
Image_H
Interview 45
Image_A
Image_G
Image_C
Image_B

By implementing the object biography interview as part of this process, we were
effectively able to kill numerous birds with one stone. The interview allowed for the collection of
open while assessing group cohesion initially through image definitions and interpretations.
Essentially, differences in how board participants define the images commonly used on 4chan
gives us an implicit sense of the consensus while asking questions relating to potential areas of
conflict. Throughout the course of the interview additional issues were explored relating to the
cultures of particular boards, how they interacted with real life friends they had which also used
4chan, what events they participated in, and general use of 4chan. Of final use, participants
expounded on anonymity allowing exploration of structures on the website which may show the
latent network structure theory being presented as being more or less empirically relevant. The
pool of images used for this interview can be found in the appendix of this document.
Sampling. Sampling for the object biography came entirely from those who participated
in the SCSCB and volunteered to participate in a follow up interview. Of the 726 completed
surveys, a total of 267 respondents volunteered to be interviewed. Due to the size of that
population and time constraints for the research, it was determined that it was necessary to
whittle that population down to a more manageable size. To begin the filtering process, first
respondents were listed in a chart indicating which board of interest they had selected, and
whether they had or had not agreed to volunteer for the follow-up. As the overall goal of the
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object biography interview was to generate a view of ideal salience it was in the research’s
interest to gather larger volunteer bases from a limited number of boards, so the respondents
were then selected from board which had follow-up volunteers numbering 10 or more.
Table 2. Object Biography Volunteer Filtering by Board of Interest
Volunteer

Yes

No

Total

/a/ - Anime

24

33

57

/b/ - Random

16

20

36

/fit/ Fitness and Health

16

19

35

/g/ - Technology

10

8

18

/k/ - Weapons

22

14

36

/mlp/ - My Little Pony

17

17

34

/mu/ - Music
/pol/ - Politically
Incorrect
/r9k/ ROBO9000
/tg/ - Traditional
Games
/v/ - Video Games

15

20

35

18

36

54

10

11

21

12

14

26

26

51

77

Total

186

243

429

At the end of this process 186 individuals were selected for possible interviewing. While
still too large to feasibly be carried out in a limited amount of time by one person it was assumed
that many of these respondents would end up not participating in the follow-up. Emails were sent
out to the selected volunteers and scheduling began. Following a first-come, first-serve method
of scheduling, a time window was established starting August 16, 2013 and ending September 1,
2013 in which interviews would be conducted. Scheduling surveys were sent out asking
respondents to indicate their availability during that time frame. Skype was selected as the
platform over which the interviews would be carried out as it allowed for easy image sharing via
camera and for audio recording for transcribing purposes.
Of the 186 volunteers selected for the interview, only fifty followed up and filled out
scheduling information. Thirty-four completed a subsequent scheduling survey asking to confirm
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scheduled times and Skype user names. When all of the interviews were completed, only 29
participants had participated and were included in the object biography results.
SCSCB Pretesting
Pretesting commenced on July 12, 2013 using a finalized pretest survey consisting of
approximately 65 distinct questions. The sample was collected by making a new post on an
internet forum known as Reddit. Specifically the subforum, or subreddit as they are called, was
SampleSize, a place specifically set up for surveys to be given out and taken by community
members. A link to the Survey Monkey address, where the survey was hosted, was presented in
the title which read, “4chan.org Users, 18 or older, ~15 minutes: Evaluating Questions for Final
Instrument.” Additional responses were collected from pretest volunteers solicited through
networks at Eastern Michigan University (EMU).
From EMU 5 volunteers took the pretest of which only 3 completed the survey. The
collector assigned to the SampleSize subreddit registered 96 unique visitors, of which 28
completed the survey. All in all, this provided for a pretest sample of 101 potential respondents,
with a full completion rate of approximately 33.7%.
Though many of the surveys were incomplete, some to the point of complete uselessness,
others remained useable for the purposes of evaluation. In order to narrow down survey
respondents that would yield responses which could be analyzed both in terms of open ended
evaluation questions and statistically, two separate cuts were made by selecting specific types of
respondents. The first cut was based on question three in the survey instrument (see Figure 6
below). Each individual board listed in the question was presented in the dataset as an individual
variable, noted as being 1 for selection, or 0 for not selected. Computing a new variable, all of
these board indicators were added together, giving total numbers for a boards selected, or social
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range, variable. Selection of cases was based on an “if” condition in which respondents who
were to be selected should have a social range number greater than zero. Those who failed this
initial test were cut from the sample. Exactly 19 cases were culled, leaving 82 cases remaining.
The next cut was performed by looking at responses to questions relating to the sense of
community index, version 2 (SCI-2). Much like with social range, SCI-2 dimensions each have
six separate variables which were measured, generating 24 unique items for consideration. It was
important to see not only responses to these questions, which when summed resulted in each
measure (Needs, Membership, Influence, and Connection), but also trends in indicator nonresponse. All of the subscales were added together, per the SCI-2 instructions, and pulled into a
single total variable. Using selection mechanics again, users were eliminated from the sample if
they had a total SCI-2 number less than 1. From this, an additional 32 cases were removed,
leaving me with a total usable respondent sample of 50.
Definition validity. As one of the important thrusts in pretesting is considering question
validity – are we measuring what we think we are measuring – it is useful first to consider
evaluation questions which focus on definitions. There were three questions which attempted to
probe respondents about what they thought specific words meant when they were used in
questions. The words
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Figure 6. Social Range Question Details

asked about were “read,” “post,” and “community.” Each evaluation question was worded the
same, with the only variation being these words (Table 3). Researchers have indicated that
probing evaluations on the web should include a repeat of the original question and provided
answers so that participants had an easier point of reference (Behr, Kaczmirek, Bandilla and
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Braun 2012). Analysis of these three questions proceeded along qualitative lines, by reading the
responses and generating theme categories that described each answer.
Table 3. Evaluated Words and Associated Themes

Reading
Posting
Community

Browsing, Consuming, Looking at Content, Lurking – Not Posting, Reading
Posts/Comments, Viewing
Adding content, Commenting, Posting Images/Text, Replying, Submitting
Content, Writing Posts
Specific Board, Board, Collection of Posters on Board, Browses Same Board,
Group on Same Board, Userbase, Group of People

Reading was measured in an attempt to get at unidirectional ties, or cultural consumption,
from the community network. The word “reading” is used in a wide array of questions, relating
to the thread types respondents participated in, and included as a part of “participation” when
mentioned. Every response to this question was roughly in line with intent – when measuring
reading, the question sought to look at an activity which does not involve posting, and is not
necessarily related to particular boards. Conclusions drawn here was that use of the word
“reading” should provide valid responses.
Posting is indicative of something more than passively reading and was operationalized
as a cultural participation variable which measured the degree to which individual respondents
were an active part of the network. It was intended to measure this active cultural participation in
an effort to better understand in which ways respondents were involved in their board of interest.
Again we see responses that fall within intent. Questions using this word were expected to give
valid results.
Perhaps one of the most important words used throughout the survey instrument,
“community” was used in many questions in an attempt to prime respondents into thinking about
their board of interest. It was meant to specify a particular board on 4chan instead of 4chan
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generally. Overall, responses to this question were in line with intended definitions of the word.
Questions using this word relate specifically to particular boards of use, not 4chan as a whole.
There were, however, some minor concerns – a very small minority of people (< 4) responded
more generally, using words like “userbase” or “group of people” without specifying boards.
While this question should generally yield valid responses, there may be slight variation
depending on how well respondents read question material. It did not appear to be a major
component, so worries to this end were small. Greater effort was nonetheless be made to draw
attention to what “community” referred to.
Difficulty of pretested questions. This portion of the evaluation had two aspects – were
questions difficult to answer according to respondents, and if so why were they difficult? The
former was ascertained by simply asking a yes/no question – “Was X question difficult for you
to answer?” If yes, their feedback was collected, if not they moved on. However, it can
sometimes be useful to combine the feedback on difficulty with another question, “How did you
arrive at your answer for question X?” This sort of question reveals not only instances of
difficulty, but also enables us to review the processes by which answers were arrived at, giving
additional insight into question validity.
“4chan is home to many different discussion boards. I would like to start off by
asking you to please select the 4chan boards below you spend most of your time
reading or posting on. For your convenience, the boards are listed in alphabetical
order according to the abbreviation used to the name the board.”
The first survey item which needed to be reviewed for difficulty was the “social range”
questions (Figure 6 above). In the pretest, 92% (46) of responses indicated the question was not
difficult. The collapsed variable from this question had a range of 19 different boards, with a
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mean of 4.9 suggesting that respondents did select more than one board generally speaking, and
seemed to understand the question.
“Thinking about the relationships you have with the [Q15] people who also use
4chan, how often do you interact with them overall?”
The next question in need of difficulty assessment related to one of the network variables
measuring social capital – frequency of interaction with other actors. In this instance, 14% (7)
people found this question difficult to answer. Themes which emerged when asked why this
question was difficult to answer included interact being a “bad” word to use, and that “nobody
counts” or keeps track of such a thing. People who had difficulty with this question by and large
had a problem with the specific word, “interact.” To rectify this problem, the wording was
changed to, “spend time with on or offline.” The updated question read as follows: “Thinking
about the relationships you have with the [x] people who also use 4chan, how often do you spend
time with them both on or offline overall? Would you say you interact with them very often,
often, rarely or never?”
The number of people (2) who had an issue with counting, “Nobody counts this,”
reflected an extreme minority of an already small group. In the end, changing the question to
reflect their concern did not represent a major change, as reflected in the alteration above. Closed
ended categories were added, and the open ended, fill-in-the-blank format was dropped.
Respondents to the full implementation of the survey would be able to choose between “Very
often, often, rarely, or never.”
Most respondents seemed to have a firm count in mind, but a strong minority also
estimated or guessed at this amount. As the question uses “about” and seeks rough estimations, it
should result in roughly valid answers. There was only one respondent who was not comfortable
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with “know personally,” and I don’t think one instance warrants a change. When looking at
themes for how this questions was typically answered, respondents also said that they guessed,
estimated, or were unsure of what “know personally” meant.
“Once more thinking about relationships you have with those [Q15] 4chan users,
about how many times a week do topics related to 4chan come up in your
conversations? When answering this question, consider the number of
conversations, not the amount of time.”
Around 20% (10) of respondents had difficulty with this question. Upon reflection, it was
clear that the item was asking too much of respondents – was it asking for an average overall,
recently, were respondents really expected to have a valid answer? Changes to this question kept
the open ended format, but moved to a closed time-frame which specified the “last seven days.”
While still not an entirely easy question to answer, the time reference made it more reasonable.
Several points of difficulty emerged in the thematic analysis of this question. The first is
that people used the previous week to estimate their guesses, but were unsure of how accurate
their response was. A second problem was seen through respondents who tried to answer this
question but had an “average” in mind that was less than 1. These respondents indicated that they
either selected zero, or one, suggesting that responses here may be invalid towards the lower end
of the spectrum. It was determined that there were two solutions to this:
A. Allow decimal responses
B. Only consider previous week, not “about how many time a week” with open ended
average estimation.
Concerned that there would be a need to specify the decimal option in the instructions so
that every respondent was aware of the possibility, thus adding length the question, the second
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option was implemented. Limiting responses to just the last week was preferable. The changed
question read as follows: “Once more thinking about relationships you have with those [Q15]
4chan users, about how many times in the last week did topics related to 4chan come up in your
conversations? When answering this question, consider the number of conversations, not the
amount of time.”
“About how many images do you have saved from 4chan in general?”
Again, here we were asking respondents a question which may result in some added
cognitive load, especially if they felt the need to look up and find an exact answer. However,
only 8% (4) found this question difficult to answer. The open-ended formatting remained the
same. The people who found this difficult to answer were by and large those who wanted to
either add context to their question, or found it difficult to estimate their answer. Overall, the
majority of respondents actually checked their 4chan image folder and typed in the
corresponding number. A strong minority also guess or estimated, but considering that this
question was an “about how many” estimate question, that was to be expected.
At the end of the survey, participants were asked if they could provide any general
feedback. Thematic exploration of answers to this question included a fairly mixed bag.
Respondents said that they wanted more open ended questions, while others said they would get
rid of open ended ones. Some suggested opening up fill-in answers by allowing the use of
decimals. A portion of respondents being asked to fill in their sex suggested gender be used
instead. Many said the survey was clear and easy, while some suggested it was too long.
Most people in responding to this question said the survey was “clear” and/or “easy.”
However, some felt constrained by the closed ended questions, burdened by the open ended
questions, or frustrated by the lack of decimals in questions where they may logically belong.
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The mixture of “open ended” enthusiasts and “closed ended” opponents were equal, and there
was little that could be done to alleviate all concerns of both camps. The best solution was to
make the open ended questions easier to answer, as proposed in some instances above, and hope
that those who want more open ended questions would volunteer to be interviewed.
Question comparisons. In this survey pretest, there were several questions being asked
which could be subjected to quantitative analysis by running paired t-tests to determine whether
responses were significantly different, or visually looking at differences in mean scores or
category selections. This is especially important in questions which switched between “4chan as
a whole” and “the specific community of interest.” Additionally one question related to
gender/sex was A/B tested and was reviewed for implementation in the final survey.
Table 4. Paired Sample T-Test Number of Hours Spent, 4chan Whole and Board of Interest

N

Mean

Hours - 4chan
Whole 50
6.92
Hours - Board
of Interest 50
5.04
**Significant at the .001 level

Sig. (2-tail)
0.000**

Our first set of questions asked users to differentiate between 4chan as a whole and their
specified board of interest regarding the number of hours spent on the site. These two questions
are worded the exact same except for the use of “4chan as a whole” and the board of interest they
listed earlier in the survey.
A paired sample t-test was run in an effort to determine if the questions were significantly
different in terms of responses. There was a significant difference between the means of these
two questions, which suggested that there was a good chance that it was measuring two different
things. The questions remained as they were with no implemented changes.
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The next set of questions pertained to how users participated on the website. They were
asked whether or not they described themselves as a lurker, somebody who rarely if ever posts
comments or content, or the different levels of actively posting content. Visual interpretation was
used on this question in an effort to determine what, if any, changes occurred between “4chan as
a whole” or their board of interest.
Table 5. Respondent Participation

Respondent Participation
4chan
Board of
Whole
Interest
Somewhat Active
Poster
Not a Very Active
Poster
Lurker

2

7

14

13

17

13

N total

33

33

This was an interesting question series, as variation did appear between the two
questions. For “4chan as whole,” most of the variation occurred between “Lurker” and “Not a
Very Active Poster” (93.9%). However when asking about their board of interest we saw
variation begin to open up – “Lurker” decreases to only 26%, “Not Very Active” increases to
28%, and “Somewhat Active Poster” increases to 14%. This suggested that the question did
indeed measure two different things, and that it was likely collecting valid responses.
“Cultural capital” indicators measuring participation in thread types initially
differentiated between 4chan as a whole and a respondent’s board of interest. They were first
asked whether they participated in particular types of threads, and then how often they either
“read” or “post” in them. There were an immense number of frequency tables to put in for this
portion, and as such will not be made available in this section.
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There was little variation between “general” and “local” measurements here – when
measuring for both 4chan as a whole and board specifics, responses were roughly the same
throughout. Users did seem to respond to the thread typologies, and were able to determine
whether or not they participate in those types of threads. However, when asking about types of
participation and levels of, variation falls flat. There is one variable, relating to “Discussion”
types, which had strong variation between general and local. This provided for three
possibilities:
A. Both general and local are effectively measuring the same thing.
B. Response fatigue may be setting in, resulting in low variation.
C. Valid measurement, but very little variation in practice.
Taking a moment to consider analytic interests for final implementation, it was
determined that it was not really necessary to worry about cultural participation as a general
measure. As such, and to play it conservatively, removal of all instances of the general question
focused the participation questions specifically on the local. Respondents in the final version of
the instrument were not burdened with two sets of nearly identical questions for 28 times. Instead
only 14 questions were left referring to their board of interest only.
Questions relating to how many images individuals saved to their computer required
some sincere consideration. As this question proved to be difficult above, and the responses
generated a wide range of answers, it was important to determine whether or not respondents
should be asked to answer the questions twice. Unfortunately, the results for this question
violated assumptions of normality, and as a result the T-Test which was run was questionable at
best. It shows a decent difference in means, but accepted the null hypothesis (no difference). As
a result of the normality violation, frequencies were compared as well.
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Table 6. Image Use T-Test

Respondent Image Use
4chan Whole Board of Interest
Mean
3.09
2.57

First, it should be noted that responses were limited here due to yes/no filtering. There
does appear to be variation, but a comparison of means tells us that it was fairly limited (.52).
Like cultural participation above, while it may have been nice to have information for 4chan as a
whole, in this instance it was not entirely necessary and just added to cognitive load. However,
this question was being used to help respondents estimate the number of images they had saved
which pertained to their board of interest. Considering its importance in that respect, the question
remained in the final version.
Finally, an attempt was made to determine whether respondents should be asked about
their sex or gender. This question was a tough call – there was very little difference between
“Sex” or “Gender.” Sex was the only question to elicit a respondent indicating they were femaleto-male transgendered, but it was difficult to know whether or not they were the only
transgendered respondent. A/B testing was continued on into the final implementation, as both
seemed to yield results which were easy to code for.
Table 7. Sex and Gender A/B Differences

Sex or Gender A/B Testing
Male Female Tansgender
Sex
10
3
1
Gender
11
5
0

Response drop off. As mentioned at the start of this section, approximately 19 of the
initial volunteers did not complete the survey in any useful way, while another 32 did not
complete up to the SCI-2 battery section. From the remaining 50, respondents dropped off at
different points, eventually leaving a total fully completed number of 34, with a completion rate
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of 33.7%. After the SCI-2, the next big loss in respondents occurred during the evaluation
questions. Since these questions are so different, and in general required a higher cognitive load
due to their open-ended nature, it is possible that such a fall off would not occur on full
implementation.
Unfortunately, since the major points of response drop off occur after the SCI-2 did not
occur during the non-evaluative survey questions, it was impossible to fairly estimate respondent
loss potential. Some respondents were lost in the midst of the thread type cultural participation
section and it was expected to see some loss there in the full implementation. However, with the
loss of the cognitive load from there being no evaluation and fewer thread type questions, higher
completion rates on full implementation were expected to be higher. Full implementation on
4chan represented a different beast than the pretest run on /r/SampleSize. The SampleSize
subreddit is a place dedicated specifically to taking surveys, whereas 4chan is not.
The final format of the survey can be viewed in full in the appendix of this document.
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Chapter 4: Reporting and Analyses
Results
Before beginning more detailed analysis a review of the data collected is in order. This
section will focus on survey results collected from the SCSCB, reviewing important variables
and providing a rough sense of what the data looks like. Primary reporting of basic results will
focus on the SCSCB as the object biography interview and aggregate group level results will be
visited in the full analysis. Additionally network mapping results will also appear in the analysis
section. Going through SCSCB will require a question by question review of results which will
be used in the analysis, as well as variables which have been altered for the same purposes.
Total respondents per question vary throughout the survey for a number of reasons. Apart
from respondent drop off or refusal to answer specific questions there were several filter
questions which resulted in some skipping to later points in the instrument.
Data in the SCSCB runs the range of nominal, ordinal, and interval/ratio data. Mean data
accompanies interval/ratio data while medians and modes are used to report on ordinal measures.
Some measures such as the sense of community index are measured as categorical variables.
While initial reporting of these variables will rely largely on medians and modes, the totaled
measures will report means as is appropriate. In some instances, especially where problematic,
results will also include reports of normality and the processes that were taken to get the data
into a usable format.
To begin exploring basic results in the SCSCB, we will start with the opening question
which attempted to measure social range. This question resulted in a lot nominal data, and
broken down by board we can see some of the more popular locations on 4chan. After the initial
reporting, respondents had their total board participations counted and totaled, resulting in a
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social range variable. With 63 separate boards to choose from, respondents had a wide variety of
choices to make.
Table 8. Social Range

Respondents and Boards

Count

N%

Respondents and Boards

9

1.2%

/a/ - Anime & Manga

179

/adv/ - Advice

Count

N%

/m/ - Mecha

38

5.2%

24.7%

/mlp/ - Pony

85

11.7%

46

6.3%

/mu/ - Music

128

17.6%

/an/ - Animals & Nature

27

3.7%

/n/ - Transportation

11

1.5%

/asp/ - Alternative Sports

10

1.4%

/o/ - Auto

40

5.5%

/3/ - 3DCG

/b/ - Random

253

34.8%

/out/ - Outdoors

43

5.9%

/c/ - Anime/Cute

26

3.6%

/p/ - Photography

6

.8%

/cgl/ - Cosplay & EGL

27

3.7%

/po/ - Papercraft & Origami

11

1.5%

/ck/ - Food & Cooking

83

11.4%

/pol/ - Politically Incorrect

214

29.5%

/cm/ - Cute/Male

13

1.8%

/r/ - Request

18

2.5%

/co/ - Comics & Cartoons

99

13.6%

/r9k/ - ROBOT9001

127

17.5%

/d/ - Hentai/Alternative

93

12.8%

/rs/ - Fileshares

14

1.9%

/diy/ - Do-It-Yourself

50

6.9%

/s/ - Sexy Beautiful Women

58

8.0%

/e/ - Ecchi

31

4.3%

/s4s/ - Shit 4chan Says

55

7.6%

/f/ - Flash

51

7.0%

/sci/ - Science & Math

64

8.8%

/fa/ - Fashion

56

7.7%

/soc/ - Social

31

4.3%

/fit/ - Health & Fitness

120

16.5%

/sp/ - Sports

55

7.6%

/g/ - Technology

120

16.5%

/t/ - Torrents

19

2.6%

/gd/ - Graphic Design

11

1.5%

/tg/ - Traditional Games

90

12.4%

/gif/ - Adult GIF

126

17.4%

/toy/ - Toys

23

3.2%

/h/ - Hentai

54

7.4%

/trv/ - Travel

15

2.1%

/hc/ - Hardcore

26

3.6%

/tv/ - Television & Film

61

8.4%

/hm/ - Handsome Men

17

2.3%

/u/ - Yuri

27

3.7%

/hr/ - High Resolution

16

2.2%

/v/ - Video Games

268

36.9%

/i/ - Oekaki

5

.7%

/vg/ - Video Game Generals

152

20.9%

/ic/ - Artwork/Critique

22

3.0%

/vp/ - Pokémon

61

8.4%

/int/ - International

56

7.7%

/vr/ - Retro Games

50

6.9%

/jp/ - Otaku Culture

53

7.3%

/w/ - Anime/Wallpapers

32

4.4%

/k/ - Weapons

125

17.2%

/wg/ - Wallpapers/General

73

10.1%

/lgbt/ - Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, & Transgender

28

3.9%

/wsg/ - Worksafe GIF

42

5.8%

/lit/ - Literature

46

6.3%

/x/ - Paranormal

102

14.0%

/y/ - Yaoi

14

1.9%
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This question was meant to establish an individual respondent’s social range, but viewing
it in the format of Table 8 we can see some additional information. It is clear that there are some
boards that are less frequented, and some which are very heavily viewed. The /v/ - Video Games
board had the most participants in this sample coming in at 268, followed by the /b/ - Random
board at 253. Only one other board in this sample came in above 200, the /pol/ - Politically
Incorrect board at 214. On the other end of the spectrum, there were 23 boards which did not
have more than 30 people viewing them, with another 37 boards somewhere in between 30 or
under 200.
On average, respondents had a social range of roughly 5.38, meaning that respondents
viewed about five boards. Our median is five, though the most commonly reported number of
boards viewed was three. According to the data, there were about seven outliers, three of which
were noted as being extreme. Since most of the cases cluster fairly closely together, performing
log transformations on this variable are not necessarily appropriate, and so the outliers will be
left unadjusted.
Table 9. Social Range Report

N

Social Range Total
Valid
726
Missing

0

Mean

5.3788

Median

5.0000

Mode
Std. Deviation
Variance
Skewness
Std. Error of
Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error of
Kurtosis
Range

3.00
3.70104
13.698
6.163
.091
82.387
.181
61.00
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Figure 7. Bar Graph of Social Range

Figure 8. Box Plot of Social Range

Considering responses to social range, it is not entirely surprising to see similarities when
asking about the boards of interest. We see /a/ - Anime, /pol/ - Politically Incorrect and /v/ 61

Video Games coming in with over 60 respondents selecting them as their boards of interest.
Twenty-eight boards had a population of less than 10 with another 14 boards falling into a more
middling tier.
Table 10. Board of Interest

Board of Interest

N
64
5
40

N%
9.4
.7
5.9

4

Board of Interest
/mlp/ - My Little Pony
/mu/ - Music
/o/ - Auto

N
42
39
9

N%
6.2
5.7
1.3

.6

/out/ - Outdoors

7

1.0

9

1.3

/pol/ - Politically Incorrect

66

9.7

21

3.1

/r9k/ ROBO9000

28

4.1

/d/ - Hentai/Alternative

5

.7

2

.3

/diy/ - Do It Yourself
/f/ - Flash
/fa/ - Fashion
/fit/ Fitness and Health
/g/ - Technology
/gif/ - Adult GIF
/h/ - Hentai
/hr/ - High Rez
/ic/ - Artwork/Critique

3
3
5
41
21
1
1
3
1

.4
.4
.7
6.0
3.1
.1
.1
.4
.1

4
6
4
13
1
26
9
8
83

.6
.9
.6
1.9
.1
3.8
1.3
1.2
12.2

/int/ - International

11

1.6

9

1.3

/jp/ - Otaku Culture
/k/ - Weapons
/lgbt/ - LGBT
Discussion
/lit/ - LIterature
/m/ - Mecha

7
38

1.0
5.6

8
2

1.2
.3

6

.9

2

.3

1
10

.1
1.5

12
1

1.8
.1

/a/ - Anime
/adv/ - Advice
/b/ - Random
/cgl/ - Cosplay and
EGL
/ck/ - Food and
Cooking
/co/ - Comics and
Cartoons

/s/ - Sexy Beautiful
Women
/s4s/ - Shit 4chan Says
/sci/ - Science and Math
/soc/ - Social
/sp/ - Sports
/t/ - Torrents
/tg/ - Traditional Games
/toy/ - Toys
/tv/ - Television and Film
/v/ - Video Games
/vg/ - Video Game
Generals
/vp/ - Pokemon
/vr/ - Retro Games
/wg/ - Wallpapers
General
/x/ - Paranormal
/y/ - Yaoi

One of the most important variables in this study relates to those indicators measuring
sense of community. This is a multi-dimensional variable representing needs, membership,
influence, and connection which, when totaled, represents an overall sense of community. At the
dimensional level, taking Needs as an example, respondents can have a score as high as 18, with
all of the dimensions totaled together going as high as 72. Needs and connections seem to have
the strongest averages, though they are objectively very middle of the road, where as
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membership and influence generally come out as the weakest dimensions. Overall, the averages
across all cases suggest a relatively low sense of community on 4chan.
Table 11. Sense of Community Dimensions and Total
Sense of
Community
N

Needs

Membership

Influence

Connections

Total

Valid

726

726

726

726

726

Missing

0

0

0

0

Mean

8.9628

5.4711

5.3237

8.2328

0
27.9904

Median

9.0000

5.0000

5.0000

8.0000

28.0000

Mode

10.00

5.00

4.00

7.00

34.00

Std. Deviation

4.11524

3.42745

3.22211

4.02641

12.59507

Variance

16.935

11.747

10.382

16.212

158.636

Skewness
Std. Error of
Skewness

-.030

.651

.870

.230

.450

.091

.091

.091

.091

Kurtosis
Std. Error of
Kurtosis

-.379

.374

1.107

-.403

.181

.181

.181

.181

.091
.195
.181

Based on the sense of community total two separate descriptive, categorical variables
were generated placing respondents into a low, medium, or high category. These two variables
were labeled as “objective” and “subjective.” The first, sense of community objective (Table 12),
was generated from the original index, ranking individuals based on where they fell from 1 – 24
(low), 25 – 48 (medium) or 49 – 72 (high). Subjective categorization (Table 13) was developed
through an indexing method which takes the standard deviation and subtracts it from the initial
average. This resulted in categories of 1 – 15 (low), 25 – 48 (medium), and 41 – 72 (high). On
the objective scale, we can see that most 4chan users responding to the survey have a low or
middle level sense of community. However, relative to other respondents, the subjective scaling
indicates that a majority of respondents have a middle level sense of community, with roughly
15% of the population having rated as high.
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Table 12. Sense of Community Objective
Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Low (1 - 24)

295

40.6

40.6

40.6

Medium (25 - 48)

386

53.2

53.2

93.8

High (49 - 72)

45

6.2

6.2

100.0

Total

726

100.0

100.0

Table 13. Sense of Community Subjective
Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Low (1 - 15)

118

16.3

16.3

16.3

Medium (1 - 40)

496

68.3

68.3

84.6

High (41 - 72)

112

15.4

15.4

100.0

Total

726

100.0

100.0

Taking into account the boards which had some of the highest populations with regards to
board of interest, a second set of descriptives were generated specifically for 11 different boards.
The /b/ - Random board shows up has having the lowest levels across indicators, with the /k/ Weapons board having some of the highest measures.

Figure 9. Sense of Community across Select Boards
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Two variables, hours spent on 4chan as a whole and hours spent on a respondent’s board
of interest, show some dissimilarities suggesting that there are certainly relevant differences
between them. Though the pretest did not suggest too much of a difference on these two
measures, the full implementation of the survey has a strong gap with 4chan as a whole showing
an average of 21.59 and the board of interest averaging out at 13.69. On average, respondents
spend about 63% percent of their time on their board of interest.
Table 14. Hours Spent
4chan Whole
Valid
N

Missing

Board of Interest

705
21

N

Valid

702

Missing

24

Mean

21.59

Mean

13.69

Median

16.00

Median

10.00

Mode
Std.
Deviation
Variance
Skewness
Std. Error of
Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error of
Kurtosis

10

Mode

10

355.245

Std.
Deviation
Variance

171.343

2.563

Skewness

2.340

18.848

.092
10.849
.184

Std. Error of
Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error of
Kurtosis

13.090

.092
7.130
.184

Network variables came from questions regarding people respondents know who also use
4chan, and of those known which ones they considered close. Many respondents reported having
nobody in their lives that they knew who also used 4chan, and slightly more people reported
having no close friends within that group. Number of people known has about 18 outliers which
are impacting the mean, and while there are 10 outliers for close friends, the mean impact is
lower. Due to the high occurrence of 0 in response to both of these questions, log transformation
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is not entirely appropriate. Their relative violations of normality thus will require non-parametric
methods of analysis when interpreting results.
Table 15. Network Variables
People known
N

People Close

Valid

702

Missing

24

N

Valid

668

Missing

58

Mean

3.59

Mean

1.88

Median

2.00

Median

1.00

Mode

0

Mode

0

Std. Deviation

4.161

Std. Deviation

2.113

Variance

17.315

Variance

4.466

Skewness

2.192

Skewness

2.537

Std. Error of Skewness

.092

Std. Error of Skewness

.095

Kurtosis

6.144

Kurtosis

Std. Error of Kurtosis

.184

Std. Error of Kurtosis

Range

25

Range

11.321
.189
17

Our next set of network variables relate to the types of interaction the respondents have
with the people they know. The first question asked respondents to identify the frequency of their
interaction with the people they know who also use 4chan, rated on a scale from Never to Very
often. Generally speaking, respondents interacted with those they knew between very often and
sometimes, with never being the next highest category of interaction frequency.
Table 16. Frequency of Interaction
Network: Frequency of
Interaction
N Valid
689
Missing
37
Median
3.0000
Mode
2.00
Std.
1.40947
Deviation

66

Figure 10. Frequency of Interaction

In the second question, respondents were asked to try and recall how many times in the
past seven days conversations relating to 4chan came up. This is a numerical fill-in the blank,
and while most respondents answered 0, the mean (2.75) of this question suggests that
conversations regarding 4chan are not that uncommon.
Table 17. Frequency of Topic
Network: Frequency of Topic
N
Valid
641
Missing
85
Mean
2.76
Median
1.00
Mode
0
Std. Deviation
4.564
Variance
20.827
Skewness
2.537
Std. Error of
.097
Skewness
Kurtosis
6.972
Std. Error of
Kurtosis
Range

.193
25
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Figure 11. Bar Chart of Topic Frequency

Cultural participation has a few dimensions, among them the level of interaction
respondents had on 4chan overall and boards of interest. Lurkers are generally defined as those
who post very rarely or never, but instead primarily read or consume material. The other levels
of participation indicate how often respondents feel that they contribute content by making posts
themselves. We see a rise in active poster status from lurking as the question narrows from
4chan as a whole to boards of interest.
Table 18. Cultural Participation
4chan as a Whole

Board of Interest

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

90

12.4

156

21.5

201

27.7

219

30.2

Active Poster
Somewhat Active
Poster
Not a Very Active
Poster
Lurker

262

36.1

218

30.0

148

20.4

105

14.5

Total

701

96.6

698

96.1
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Figure 12. Bar Graphs of Cultural Participation 4chan as a Whole and Board of Interest

Our next cultural participation variables come from questions asking about thread types.
Thread types included those focused on discussion, sharing images or other content, asking for
advice, sharing personal information, or posted around specific themes. These cultural
participation measures turn to the degree of cultural participation after we have asked about
frequency. The count variable was generated by adding together the number of thread types
respondents indicated that they participated in by selected “Yes” in the filtering question. There
were seven different thread types. The differences indicated in Table 19 suggest that when
looking at a respondent’s board of interest, they participated in fewer thread types on average.
Taking into account participation levels in Table 18, there is a suggestion that while post
participation increases, the types of threads participated in seem to narrow.
Table 19. Thread Participation Count

N

Valid

4chan
Whole
701

Board of
Interest
698

Missing

25

28

Mean
Median

2.6676
3.0000

2.3897
2.0000

Mode
Std. Deviation

3.00

2.00

.94985

.99353

69

726

75
73

726
726

548
548

726
726

166
167
38

726

34

726

726

651
653
178
559
688
692

216

103
56
313

242

178
274

247

178

72

42

60
182
80

63
267

25

7
Post
187

560

234

190
443

186
30

80

12

62

165
18

Post
6
4
59

Read
Read
Read

Post

Question/Advice
Content Sharing

Personal

Post

56

Discussion

Read

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

3.00

.191
.191
.362
.362
.206
.186
.186

.206

-.844

.096
.096

2.949
-.183

.182
.182

-.922
-.760

.103
.103

.354

.006

.093

-.746

.093

-.360

.905
.343

-1.628
.647

.757
.645

.007
-.123

.808
.509

-.708

.835

.343

.643

-.935

.95107

3.00
4.00

.58587
.87002

2.00
3.00

.80325
.89891

3.00
3.00

.71379

2.00

.91373

4.00

.80214

75

3.0000
4.0000
2.0000
3.0000
3.0000
2.0000

Post

651

3.0000

3.0000

73
548
548
166
38
34

167

653
178
178
560
559
688

Post

692

Read
Post

Personal

Read
Read

Post

Question/Advice
Content Sharing

Read

Discussion

Table 20. Thread Type Participation

Thread type participation shows us a couple of interesting things about the contexts
respondents generally involved themselves. Content sharing had the highest levels of
participations, followed by discussion, then themed and finally question/advice types. Meta
threads and request types solicit lower levels of participation with threads focusing on sharing
personal details having the lowest amounts of involvement.
Considering the scales associated with each thread type, an inverse relationship comes
out of the data in which reading levels tend to be high, while posting levels tend to be on the
lower end. Themed, content sharing and discussion threads seemed to bring out the highest
frequencies of posting participation, with content sharing, personal, request and meta types
coming in with lower posting averages.
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We now turn to a set of variables concerning how respondents participate in 4chan
concerns their collections of symbols that they can potentially share, or keep for themselves for
other uses. These variables asked for write-in estimates of collections sizes, and pretest results
suggested that it may be necessary to perform log transformations in order to normalize the
results. To avoid having to remove zeros, a filter question first asked respondents to indicate
whether or not they actually saved images from 4chan, and then follow up questions asked them
to specify estimates or counts.
As expected, the results to this question gave an extreme positive skew with a wide
range. The first questions asked about estimates with regards to 4chan as a whole, and when
asking about respondents’ board of interest they were asked to estimate about what percentage of
their overall images came from those boards. These percentages were used to calculate the
number of images that 4chan respondents estimated came from their board of interest. Log
transformations were performed on both 4chan as a whole and board of interest results.
Table 21. Log 10 Transformation of Image Collections
4chan Whole
N

Valid

567

Missing

159

Board of Interest
N

Valid

547

Missing

179

Mean

2.8486

Mean

4.3883

Median

2.8149

Median

4.3979

Mode
Std.
Deviation
Variance
Skewness
Std. Error
of
Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error
of Kurtosis
Range

2.00
.84771
.719
.260
.103
-.212
.205
4.46

Mode
Std.
Deviation
Variance
Skewness
Std. Error
of
Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error
of Kurtosis
Range

4.00
.92695
.859
-.066
.104
-.126
.209
5.13
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Figure 13. Bar Graphs of Images 4chan Whole and Board of Interest

Figure 14. Box Plots of Images 4chan Whole and Board of Interest

The final section of the SCSCB before the demographic information explored personal
information sharing. Respondents answering in this section were asked whether or not they ever
share personal information about themselves on 4chan. They were asked to rate the frequency of
personal information sharing – how often they shared details about themselves on a scale from
never up to often - relating to race, gender, sexual orientation, income, age, physical location and
their career or occupation. The clear trend in this data shows that race, gender, age and sexual
orientation are the most frequently shared personal details individuals divulge in the space.
Table 22. Personal Information Sharing Frequencies
Information
Shared

Race

Gender

Sexual
Orientation

Income

Age

Physical
Location

Career or
Occupation

72

Never

264

223

275

421

255

296

254

Rarely

195

165

183

145

194

222

229

Sometimes

124

164

114

62

155

101

132

Often

73

103

83

27

51

36

40

Total

656

655

655

655

655

655

655

Missing

70

71

71

71

71

71

71

Total

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

Much like with the sense of community index, cultural participation, and thread type
participation totals, personal sharing when totaled across all dimensions represents a new
variable, Personal Information Sharing Total. Respondents are able to achieve maximum scores
of 21 and a minimum of zero. The average score across all respondents comes out to about 6.5,
suggesting information sharing is not entirely common, but also not frequent.
Table 23. Personal Information Sharing Total
N

Valid

650

Missing

76

Mean

6.5231

Median

6.0000

Mode

.00

The demographics of the sample present some findings which considering some
interview responses may not come as a surprise to many of the site’s users. The vast majority of
respondents reported being white (75.8%) with Asians having the second highest population
(5.1%). Small portions of the sample represented themselves as being more than one race.
Table 24. Race Reports on 4chan
Race

Race: Hispanic or Latino
Not
Hispanic
or Latino

Total

Race with Other Races

N

Percent

Yes,
Hispanic
or Latino

White

550

75.8%

62

488

550

Black

22

3.0%

3

19

22

9

Asian

37

5.1%

2

35

37

19

3

Islander

10

1.4%

1

9

10

8

2

White

Black

Asian

Pacific
Islander

American
Indian

3

73

American
Indian

23

3.2%

5

18

23

19

3

3

2

Other

71

9.8%

45

26

71

18

2

3

1

5

Age reporting by respondents puts the mean at 21.52, median at 20 and the mode at 18.
Most respondents either had a high school degree (N = 180) or some college experience (N =
251). Considering income, the two most commonly reported categories were $0 - $24,999 (35%)
and $25,000 to $49,999 (16.8%). Roughly 72% of the sample reported earning less than $75,000
- $99,999 a year (N = 527). Reflecting on the age average of the sample, it is not unusual to find
that the majority of respondents have never been married (N = 617). With regards to relationship
status, while a majority reports not being in a relationship (N = 447), 161 respondents, or 22.2%
report being in a relationship. Finally, while most respondents did report being located in the
United States (N = 437), another 24.2% of the sample entered a country other than the US. Some
of these include Canada, Argentina, Brazil, the United Kingdom, Chile, Mexico, France and
Australia. There are a number of other countries which are not listed here because only one
person reported being from there. A full table with all numbers is available in the appendix.
Analyses and Interpretation
While the previous section focused largely on SCSCB results, this section begins a
systematic analysis of both SCSCB results, and responses to interviews. The hypotheses
presented earlier in this work will be tested, our expectations investigated and the data explored
for additional insights. Starting with tests for latency in general, structural equation modeling
will be used to assess the usefulness of the SCI-2 giving us not only a model to work with but
also allow for comparisons with previous work. As the SCI-2 is largely a model of social capital
exchange between community members, a latent network would be expected to have low values.
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Latency effects should come out by using SCI-2 scores as a dependent variable and running our
social, cultural, and symbolic factors against it. Impacts on SCI-2 scores will indicate a hierarchy
of effect strength. Finally, in observing latent process, interview responses will be explored,
looking at how respondent view their environment, and how they act within.
Social, cultural and symbolic capital battery. This research was constructed to test a
set of hypotheses and expectations, but also contains exploratory elements. In attempting to
establish a workable theory of latent networks as an empirical reality it will be important to test
the findings against the hypotheses, but also to explore the collected data for additional insights.
Expectations of the research from a qualitative perspective were not necessarily there to be
tested, but rather to direct research interests and elaborate within context.
Showing latency. First and foremost, factor analysis of the SCI-2 results should indicate
how the variables which construct the scales line up. Previous work with the SCI-2 generally
indicates the tested variables factor out in their current assigned categories. However, these tests
are normally conducted in environments with physical communities, or those with more obvious
avenues for respondents to exchange social capital with one another. While the SCI-2 should
indicate the presence of community on the 4chan message boards, it was not surprising to find
that some of the variables dropped off as relevant in factor analysis with our data.
Like the work of Abfalter et al (2012), not all of the SCI-2 items held up under
confirmatory factor analysis. Starting initially with all items, the analysis sequenced through two
additional models on top of testing the model presented by Adfalter et al. By the third model,
membership only had three items, influence only two, and connection was left with four. The
Adfalter et al model tested with this data is listed in the charts as “2012 Model” though the
model they presented never gained goodness of fit higher than our final model. Running tests on
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Cronbach’s alpha (Gliem and Gliem 2003), all of the dimensions except membership were above
.7, with needs being at about .81. The average variance extracted only exceeds .5 for the
influence dimension on model three. Goodness-of-fit measures including the RMSEA, CFI, TLI
and SRMR present mixed results.
The hope was that confirmatory factor analysis would confirm validity for the original
Chavis, Lee and Acosta (2008) or the Abfalter et al models (2012). Neither of these models
(Model 1 and 2012 Model respectively) could be fully validated in this setting, and even the
developed final model presented lacks strong enough measures to be accepted without a grain of
salt. Considering that membership consistently had low Cronbach’s alpha numbers (< .7), a final
model was constructed leaving that dimension completely out. Results presented an overall
stronger model with AVE’s across the board increasing to over .5, SRMR hitting .05, CFI
increasing to .91, and a TLI that is almost at .9 (.89). Though the final model’s RMSEA never
hits .05 or below, it does remain below .10 suggesting an acceptable fit overall (Baumgartner and
Homburg 1996). Cronbach’s alpha levels remain consistent from model 3, suggesting strong
internal consistency and validity for the scales regarding needs, influence and connections.
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.93798
.90293
Std. Deviation
.96417
.96913
.92244

1.07447

1.01828
.91487

.7300
Mean
.9945
1.0096
1.9463

1.7934

1.3967
1.0923

.67822

.4959
1.2548

.79612

.5523

726

Std. Deviation

Mean
.85764

.96165

.8981

.93673

.90022

.9132

.6901

1.10370

1.6405

1.6006

N

.53291

.1860

726

726

726

726

726

726

N

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

N

.92441

Std. Deviation

Mean

726

726

.90315

.93710

1.6694

.7466

1.05952

1.2493

726

726

726

726

N

1.0868

.91358
1.05352

.85129

1.5537

1.6102

.92967

1.3567

1.5234

Std. Deviation

Mean

0.45
0.39
0.58
0.25
0.38

0.67
0.62
0.76
0.51
0.61

0.16
0.18
0.09

0.55
0.5

0.43
0.38

0.31

0.75
0.71

0.62
0.48
0.25
0.16
0.32
0.41

0.78
0.65
0.53

0.42

0.56
0.64

Factor Loadings Indicator Reliability

0.27

0.2

0.45

0.26

0.38

0.58

0.52

0.09

0.31

0.53

0.54

0.73

Factor Loadings Indicator Reliability

0.35

0.59

Factor Loadings Indicator Reliability

0.49

0.7

Factor Loadings Indicator Reliability

Model 1

1.0923

1.3967

1.9463

1.0096

.9945

Mean

.7300

1.2548

.5523

.6901

Mean

.8981

.9132

1.0868

Mean

1.6694

1.2493

1.6102

1.5234

1.5537

1.3567

Mean

.91487

1.01828

.92244

.96913

.96417

Std. Deviation

.90293

.93798

.79612

.85764

Std. Deviation

.96165

.90022

.92441

Std. Deviation

.93710

1.05952

1.05352

.91358

.85129

.92967

Std. Deviation

726

726

726

726

726

N

726

726

726

726

N

726

726

726

N

726

726

726

726

726

726

N

0.38

0.25

0.58

0.39

0.45

0.49

0.48

0.49

0.36

0.27

0.28

0.32

0.55

0.63

0.56

0.52

0.68

0.79

0.4

0.32

0.27

0.4

0.65

Factor Loadings Indicator Reliability

0.52

0.53

0.57

0.74

Factor Loadings Indicator Reliability

0.69

0.7

0.6

Factor Loadings Indicator Reliability

0.61

0.5

0.76

0.62

0.67

0.7

Factor Loadings Indicator Reliability

Model 2
Mean

1.0923

1.3967

1.0096

.9945

Mean

.5523

.6901

Mean

.8981

.9132

1.0868

Mean

1.6694

1.2493

1.6102

1.5234

1.5537

1.3567

.91487

1.01828

.96913

.96417

Std. Deviation

.79612

.85764

Std. Deviation

.96165

.90022

.92441

Std. Deviation

.93710

1.05952

1.05352

.91358

.85129

.92967

Std. Deviation

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

726

Table 25. Sense of Community Items and Models
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Table 26. SCI-2 Goodness-of-Fit Statistics

Statistic
χ² value
χ² p

RMSEA
CFI
TLI
SRMR

Model 1
1376.246
< .001
.08
.82
.8
.06

Model 2
830.279
< .001
.087
.87
.84
.06

Model 3
528.924
< .001
.085
.9
.88
.06

2012 Model
563.283
< .001
.089
.9
.81
.06

Final Model
337.478
< .001
.088
.91
.89
.05

Table 27. SCI-2 Dimensions Average Variance Extracted

AVE
Needs
Membership
Influence
Connections

Model 1
.424
.304
.285
.372

Model 2
.424
.366
.357
.403

Model 3
.423
.445
.573
.429

2012 Model
.264
.364
.256
.403

Final Model
.583
.566
.706

Table 28. SCI-2 Dimensions Cronbach's Alpha

Sense of Community Dimensions
α
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Needs
.808
.808
.808
Membership
.699
.692
.692
Influence
.691
.685
.703
Connections
.775
.768
.750

With the SEM models out of the way, we can begin testing some of our hypotheses. Our
first hypothesis requires testing for differences in a sense of community for those who do not
participate actively in 4chan and those who merely observe the interactions. The expectation was
that a sense of community would be higher for active users than it is for those who do not
actively participate. However, in the construction of a latent network theory, such a difference
was not expected to be statistically significant. Using ANOVA to compare means between two
poster status groups – active posters and lurkers – we were able to run this test at two levels,
4chan as a whole and boards of interest.
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Figure 15: SCI-2 Final SEM Model

Using the sense of community index from the final SEM model, ANOVA at the 4chan
whole level did not result in significant differences. This does suggest across 4chan, a sense of
community for a particular board does not seem to significantly result in a di
difference
fference between
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active posters or lurkers. However, when turning to poster status with regards to board of
interest, we see that there is a significant difference between the groups. As predicted in both
instances, active posters did have a higher sense of community, but against expectations the
difference was significant at the .001 level.
Table 29. ANOVA on Poster Status and Final Model Sense of Community
4chan Whole Mean

Board of Interest Mean

Active Poster

15.03

15.16

Lurker

13.73

12.44

ANOVA Sig.

0.059

.000**

**Significant at the .001 level

The second hypothesis is related to the first, and attempts to investigate how individual
ties in physical reality with other users of 4chan may impact their sense of community. There
should be a difference in how these respondents interpret their sense of community, as these real
life ties would likely yield greater social capital exchange. Acting as our dependent variable, we
can put our sense of community index measure into a linear equation model, testing to see how
real life ties impact it.
Table 30. Pearson Correlations Network Variables and Final Model Sense of Community

4chan
People
Known
4chan
Close
Friends
4chan
Known
Topic
Interaction

SCI-2 Total

SCI-2 Final Model Total

.154**

.122**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.001

N

702

702

.125**

.088*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.001

.023

N

668

668

.172**

.175**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

N

641

.641

Pearson Correlation

Pearson Correlation

Pearson Correlation

*

* Significant at the .05 level
** Significant at the .001 level
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Table 31. Kendall's Tau and Spearman's Rho Network Variables and Final Model Sense of Community
SCI-2 Total
4chan
Known
Frequency
Interaction

Kendall's
tau b

Spearman's
rho

4chan
Known
Frequency
Interaction

**

SCI-2 Final Model Total
**

Correlation Coefficient

-.124**

-.111**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

N

689

689
**

**

Correlation Coefficient

-.166**

-.147**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

N

689

689

* Significant at the .05 level
** Significant at the .001 level
Table 32. Network Variables on SCI-2 Final Model
R Square

.039
B

(Constant)

Model Sig.

.000

Beta

Sig.

13.422

.000

4chan Known

.105

0.058

.283

4chan Known Topic
Interaction

.248

.154

.000**

4chan Close

.030

.008

.894

4chan Known
Frequency of
Interaction Dummy

.469

.032

.489

**Significant at the .001 level.

Pearson correlations between the interval ratio variables and the sense of community
index from the final SEM model are significant, though they are weak. None of them exceed
even .2 and the 4chan close friends variable is less than .1. With Kendall’s Tau b and Spearman’s
Rho on the 4chan known frequency of interaction show a negative relationship, but are also
weak. When placed in a linear regression model, we see that only one variable, the amount of
topic interaction, comes out as significant. The model, while significant, only has an R Square
value of .039.
Between the final SEM model and these network indicators, we begin to see that social
capital measures result in mixed impacts. With membership no longer being included in the final
model sense of community, the very weak correlations with sense of community and network
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variables, as well as the weak r square results in the regression model, we can begin to conclude
that social capital, while not irrelevant, is also not a significant factor in this space.
This is an important matter to establish in this research. With so many users on 4chan
using anonymity while posting and especially while only reading, there is a lack of social capital
exchange between them that allows for the development of stronger social ties. Knowing people
who also use 4chan and having close friends who use 4chan has a weak relationship with
respondents’ sense of community at best, suggesting that the origin of this sense comes from
some other source. Our first hypothesis predicted that involvement in the community would be
associated with sense of community, and this seems to be the case on boards of interest. The
second hypothesis was built up from the idea that real ties and levels of interaction with those
ties would impact a sense of community. Our regression model suggests that this is not the case,
and the correlations are incredibly weak. As we continue to explore our data, it is expected that
cultural and symbolic factors will have stronger influences that social capital overall.
Table 33. Final Model Indicators
Final Model

Sense of Community Items
Needs
I get important needs of mine met because I am
part of this community.
Community members and I value the same
things.
This community has been successful in getting
the needs of its members met.
Being a member of this community makes me
feel good.
When I have a problem, I can talk about it with
members of this community.
People in this community have similar needs,
priorities, and goals.
Influence
Fitting into this community is important to me.
I care about what other community members think
of me.
Connections
It is very important to me to be a part of this
community.
I am with other community members a lot and
enjoy being with them.
I feel hopeful about the future of this community.
Members of this community care about each
other.

Factor Loadings Indicator Reliability

Mean

Std. Deviation

N

1.3567

.92967

726

0.71

0.5

1.5537

.85129

726

0.67

0.45

1.5234

.91358

726

0.63

0.4

1.6102

1.05352

726

0.76

0.57

1.2493

1.05952

726

0.49

0.24

1.6694

.93710

726

0.61

0.37

Factor Loadings Indicator Reliability

Mean

Std. Deviation

N

.6901

.85764

726

0.87

0.75

.5523

.79612

726

0.63

0.39

Mean

Std. Deviation

N

.9945

.96417

726

0.78

0.61

Factor Loadings Indicator Reliability

1.0096

.96913

726

0.83

0.4

1.3967

1.01828

726

0.56

0.31

1.0923

.91487

726

0.64

0.4
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Observing affect strength. In analyzing affect strength, we want to know a couple of
things, but primarily we want to understand how various capital exchanges impact our sense of
community, and how they affect our network overall. Thus far we have established that real life
social capital has a limited impact on sense of community, and next it is necessary to consider
cultural participation, thread participation, symbolic exchange and social capital indicators on
4chan impact that sense.
By conducting the above analyses, we should be able to start to see the relative hierarchy
of effect strength on 4chan determining whether our social, cultural, or symbolic indicators tend
to have a stronger impact on the latent network. Considering the definition presented regarding
latent networks, we would expect to see cultural and symbolic capital to have a significant
impact on sense of community, with social capital having a more muted one.
Table 34. Correlations Sense of Community Index Final Model and Participation

Images 4chan
Whole
Images Board
of Interest

Cultural
Participation
Cultural
Participation:
Read
Cultural
Participation:
Post
Personal
Information:
Total Sharing

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

SCI-2 Final
Model Total

Social
Range

.084**
.044

.091*
.031

567

567

Pearson Correlation

.124**

-.011

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation

.004
547
.245**

.789
547
.007

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.855

N

726

725

.340**

-.007

.000

.843

726
.312**
.000

725
-.037
.326

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

726

725

.286**

.000

.000
650

.995
649

* Significant at the .05 level
** Significant at the .001 level
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Table 35. Spearman Correlations for Personal Information Sharing on Sense of Community and Social Range
SCI-2 Final
Model Total
**

Social
Range

Correlation Coefficient

.192**

.043

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.276

N

656

Race

655
**

Correlation Coefficient

.260**

.012

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.757

N

655

Gender

654
**

Correlation Coefficient

.205**

-.002

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.958

N

655

Sexual Orientation

654
**

Correlation Coefficient

.105**

-.002

Sig. (2-tailed)

.007

.961

N

655

Income

654
**

Correlation Coefficient

.162**

-.013

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.733

N

655

Age

654
**

Correlation Coefficient

.215**

-.026

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.506

N

655

Physical Location

654
**

Correlation Coefficient

.195**

-.004

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.910

N

655

654

Career/Occupation

** Significant at the .001 level

The correlations in Table 34 allow us to start exploring the relationships between types of
capital and sense of community. Broadly, images represent a measurement of symbolic capital
through symbol accumulation. Cultural participation counts, reading and posting are measures of
cultural capital. Personal information sharing represents another social capital variable,
specifically used on 4chan, possibly connected to a sense of homophily within the space. As we
can see above, symbolic capital on 4chan as whole has a very weak relationship with sense of
community and when focused on a board of interest the relationship is slightly stronger but can
still be considered weak. Cultural participation count at .25 could still be considered having a
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somewhat weak association with sense of community, but cultural participation measures
looking at reading and posting scale indices have moderate positive relationships with the
variable. Defying expectations to some degree, personal information sharing is positively
correlated with sense of community, and the effect strength is strong enough to be noticeable.
Taking the Spearman’s rho correlations on the individual personal information sharing
scales on sense of community and social range, we see no significant relationships with social
range but significant relationships down the table for sense of community (Table 36). In terms of
relative strengths gender sharing has the highest association with sense of community at .26
followed by sexual orientation (.21) and physical location (.22). Most weakly associated is
income at .11. Race (.19), age (.16) and career or occupations (.2) have relatively weak
associations.
Table 36. Spearman's Correlations Sense of Community, Social Range on Thread Type Reading/Posting
SCI2 Final
Model
Total

Social
Range

SCI2 Final
Model
Total

Social
Range

Correlation Coefficient

.249 **

.004

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.908

Correlation Coefficient

.240 **

-.016

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

726

.665

725

N

726

Correlation Coefficient

725

.249 **

.022

Correlation Coefficient

.247 **

.020

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.557

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.588

N

726

725

N

726

725

Correlation Coefficient

.189 **

-.023

Correlation Coefficient

.162 **

-.046

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.538

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.219

N

726

725

N

726

725

Correlation Coefficient

.142 **

.020

Correlation Coefficient

.119 **

.024

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.582

Sig. (2-tailed)

.001

.512

N

726

725

N

726

725

Correlation Coefficient

.188 **

-.037

Correlation Coefficient

.169 **

-.051

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.314

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.167

N

726

725

N

726

725

Correlation Coefficient

.184 **

.072

Correlation Coefficient

.166 **

.041

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.051

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.273

N

726

725

N

726

725

Correlation Coefficient

.183 **

-.022

Correlation Coefficient

.132 **

.023

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.563

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.529

N

726

725

N

726

725

Themed
Read
Content
Sharing
Read
Question/A
dvice Read
Personal
Spearman
Information
's rho
Read
Discussion
Read

Request
Read

Meta Read

Themed
Post
Content
Sharing
Post
Question/A
dvice Post
Personal
Spearman
Information
's rho
Post
Discussion
Post

Request
Post

Meta Post

** Significant at the .001 level
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Spearman’s correlations for thread types, reading and posting, help to unpackage how it
is our participation variables have the highest levels of association. They also help us to pinpoint
whether or not any thread type participations have stronger influences. Themed and content
sharing threads both reading and posting seem to have the highest levels of associations. Themed
reading is at .25 and posting at .24. Content sharing reading ran at .25 for reading and .25 for
posting. The Spearmen’s rho correlations for these two sets of indicators are relatively similar,
but the others in the lists are quite different. While the remaining correlations have associations <
.2, reading tends to have stronger association with sense of community. Amongst these, the most
different are the associations relating to meta threads where reading has a positive .18 and
posting sits at .13. While not listed in the above tables, another correlation between the symbolic
accumulation indicator from boards of interest and posting have a moderate correlation at .21,
significant at .001.
As this is an exploration of effect strengths, all of this begins pushing us towards some
interesting directions. For instance, personal information sharing is predicated on the ability to
post. In fact, a Pearson correlation between participation count totals and personal information
sharing totals presents us with a value of .35, significant at the .001 level. With symbolic
accumulation being moderately associated with posting, we can begin to see the shape of an
effect strength hierarchy taking form regarding latent effects. The resulting regression model
helps to provide substance to that shape.
The resulting regression model shows some interesting issues to consider. First there does
seem to be a symbolic accumulation impact on posting, though the r2 model assessment gives us
a pretty weak read. In turn, posting seems to have an impact on personal information sharing –
this is cultural participation influencing social participation – with decent bivariate r2 strength of
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.12. Finally, we move on to the dependent variable, sense of community, bring in posting,
personal information sharing, and reading. Unexpectedly, posting suddenly becomes
insignificant, though barely at p = .051, though reading and personal information sharing remain
significant at p < .001. Comparing our beta weights in an effort to understand relative impacts of
the variables, we see reading at the top with a weight of .278, followed by information sharing at
.19.
Table 37. Linear Regressions and Resulting Model
Symbolic Accumulation on Posting
R Square 0.045 Model Sig. .000
B
Posting
Board of Interest
Images

Beta

3.599
.899

0.213

Posting on Personal Information Sharing
R Square 0.12
Model Sig. .000

Sig.

B

Personal Information
.000
Sharing

3.061

.000

.413

Posting

Beta

Sig.
.000

0.326

Regression Full on Sense of Community
R Square 0.19
Model Sig. .000

.000

B
Sense of Community
Final Model
Personal Information
Sharing
Reading
Posting

Beta

5.487

Sig.
.000

.279

0.19

.000

.552

.278

.000

.170

.091

.051

**Significant at the .001 level.

As this is an exploration of effect strengths, all of this begins pushing us towards some
analytic directions. For instance, personal information sharing is predicated on the ability to post.
In fact, a Pearson correlation between participation count totals and personal information sharing
totals presents us with a value of .35, significant at the .001 level. With symbolic accumulation
being moderately associated with posting, we can begin to see the shape of an effect strength
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hierarchy taking form regarding latent effects. The resulting regression model helps to provide
substance to that shape.
The resulting regression model shows some interesting issues to consider. First there does
seem to be a symbolic accumulation impact on posting, though the r2 model assessment gives us
a pretty weak read. In turn, posting seems to have an impact on personal information sharing –
this is cultural participation influencing social participation – with decent bivariate r2 strength of
.12. Finally, we move on to the dependent variable, sense of community, bring in posting,
personal information sharing, and reading. Unexpectedly, posting suddenly becomes
insignificant, though barely at p = .051, though reading and personal information sharing remain
significant at p < .001. Comparing our beta weights in an effort to understand relative impacts of
the variables, we see reading at the top with a weight of .278, followed by personal information
sharing at .19.
Our third hypothesis suggests that amongst active posters, it may be the case that while
social capital indicators may prove to be low, cultural and symbolic capital indicators will still be
high. Filtering out cases in which respondents were in the active poster category, ANOVA was
run on cultural participation count, posting, reading and board of interest image accumulation.
Two factors were used for grouping variables – the personal information sharing and sense of
community totals representing social capital variables.
Table 38. ANOVA with Personal Information Sharing and Sense of Community

Personal Information Sharing
F

Sig.

Cultural Participation
Count

6.041

.003

Thread Reading

9.766

Thread Posting
Board of Interest
Image Accumulation

Sense of Community
F

Sig.

Cultural Participation
Count

1.286

.281

.000

Thread Reading

5.863

.004

20.706

.000

Thread Posting

5.199

.007

.987

.374

Board of Interest
Image Accumulation

.052

.950
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While ANOVA shows us that there are some significant differences between the groups
(low, middle and high), image accumulation never becomes significant and cultural participation
is not significantly different when run with sense of community grouping. Inspection of the
resulting ANOVA means plots show that while indeed there are some differences, they are not
the differences we were expecting. In fact, for active posters higher levels of cultural
participation is almost always associated with social capital variables also being higher. While
not significant, the exception to this is image accumulation – in both personal information
sharing and sense of community means plots, image accumulation is higher at the low end than it
is at the high. In the sense of community means plot, low rated active users have higher image
accumulation than any of the other two categories.
Keeping the same filtering with regards to active users in place, we can move on to the
fourth hypothesis in which it is expected that lower levels of social ties will result in higher
levels of personal information sharing. Looking at ANOVA results once more, it seems to be the
case that of three different network variables, only 4chan users known and 4chan users known
close have significant differences across categorized levels of personal information sharing.
When considering the means plots we see that in no instance is low personal information sharing
related to high levels of network connections. Respondents with low personal information
sharing levels also know fewer people in life who also use 4chan.
Table 39. ANOVA Personal Information Sharing on Network Variables and Mean Plots

Personal Information Sharing
F

Sig.

4chan Users Known

6.110

.002

4chan Users Known
Close

3.212

.041

4chan Users Known
Topic Interaction

.468

.627
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Figure 16. Personal Information Sharing (left) and Sense of Community (right) ANOVA Mean Plots

Observing latent process. The final hypothesis tends to be more difficult, and is not as
easily answered due the more qualitative nature of our analyses here. However, there are some
questions which are asked in reference to this topic which may help to shed some light on an
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ideal salience variable and its relationship with social range. Our fifth hypothesis relies first on
taking our social range numbers and averaging them so that they represent a group aggregate
score for a particular board. A new data set was generated which created group level, aggregate
data based on means for specific variables based on all submitted boards of interest. A resulting
data set gave us access to average social range scores for the communities we have responses for.
Next our task was then to construct a useful quantitative number out of our object biography
interviews, specifically around the idea definition indicator.
Object biography interviews, as open ended interviewing methods tend to be, presented
some complicated issues. Participants were asked a number of questions with regards to idea
salience – the name(s) of an image, the boards the image could be expected to be most
commonly found on, and which contexts might be most appropriate for posting the image. Ideal
salience for our purposes was generated based on general salience, under the following logic:
how many boards did respondents suggest an image should appear on, and of those how many of
those boards were common across all other respondents for that image. Looking at Table 40 at
the Image A column, immediately it stands out that /a/ - Anime is localized to the image in that
respondents heavily associate the two with one another. When counting “general” boards,
respondents who list a board other than /a/ - Anime, up to three boards, will add to their specific
general count. Interestingly, each of the local boards identified in Table 40 are also where the
images were originally found.
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Table 40. Boards Where Images Would Be Expected to Appear, Bold = Local
Board Ranges of Images
Unkown
Boards
/A/
/B/

Image A Image B
Image C Image D Image E
0
1
2
0
0

Image F Image G Image H
0
0
1

Image I

Image J
0

Image K
1

0

11

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

1

7

1

6

1

2

7

1

3

3

0

/CM/

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

/YAOI/

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

/R9k/

0

2

0

4

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

/Q/

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
4

/V/

2

1

0

0

4

0

0

0

1

3

/S4S/

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

/CO/

0

0

13

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

/POL/

0

0

1

0

0

3

0

0

7

0

0

/K/

0

0

1

0

0

13

0

0

2

0

1

/FIT/

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

/FA/

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

/SOC/

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

/G/

0

0

0

0

13

0

0

0

0

1

0

/WG/

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

/SCI/

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

/MLP/

0

0

0

0

0

0

15

0

0

0

0

/MU/

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

8

0

0

0

/LIT/

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

/TG/

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

/TOY/

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

/VG/

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

Many/All

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

Table 41. General Salience Actual and Index by Images

General Salience Actual
General Salience index

Image A Image B Image C
0.29
0.33
0.12
0.14
0.18
0.06

Image D Image E
0.41
0.23
0.33
0.17

Image F
0.19
0.13

Image G Image H
0.26
0.13
0.2
0.07

Image I
0.56
0.31

Image J
0.45
0.3

Image K
0.25
0.17

Calculation of the general salience index variable came from a simple total and divide
process. Participants were able to list as many boards as they felt necessary to answer the
question. Going through interview transcripts, participants were coded for which boards they
identified as being commonly associated with the image. A majority of the respondents (N =
26/29) listed three or less boards, and as such the data set was designed to accommodate only
three. Any respondents which listed more than three had the local board added if present then the
next board listed followed by a 99 signifying “Many/All” boards. Those who specified “many or
all” also received this listing. After that a simple count was conducted – how many boards listed
were local (up to one) and how many were general (up to three)? Two measures were generated
– actual and index. The actual number was divided by the total number of boards a respondent
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listed while the index variable was divided by the total possible number of board slots for each
respondent, three. When totals were added up for each image and then averaged, we had the
average general salience numbers (Table 41).
Resulting numbers, both for individual cases and the group, were always positive, and
always less than one. Indexed numbers give us a more objective way to compare these results,
and it is useful to note Image D, “Your Ideal Template,” Image I, “Ron Paul imposed on Devil,”
and Image J, “Ultra Marines,” have the highest level of general salience. Images with arguably
the most localized salience include Image C, “Batman #0 Comic Book Cover,” Image F, “Glock
17,” and Image H, “9x9 Album Template.” To explore our third hypothesis a Pearson correlation
was run on social range and the general salience variables.
Table 42. General Salience Actual and Indexed against Average Social Range
Social
Range
General
Salience
Actual
General
Salience
Index

Pearson Correlation

-.621

Sig. (2-tailed)

.042

N

11

Pearson Correlation

-.679

Sig. (2-tailed)

.022

N

*

*

11

In Table 42, we can see the very strong negative correlations with social range. Looking
at a scatter plot we can observe that these correlations correspond to high general salience being
associated with lower social range averages, and lower general salience being associated with
higher social range. Without having a local board salience number for immediate comparison,
comparative conclusions cannot be reached. However, the correlations suggests something very
interesting – groups with lower social range are likely to have a more general expectation of
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where items may end up, whereas groups with higher social range expect the images in fewer
places.

Figure 17. Scatter Plots General Salience Actual and Indexed on Average Social Range

Some final idea salience numbers were also developed from the object biography
interviews. These numbers rely more heavily not only on names assigned to images by
respondents, but also by the contexts of use described by key words like “maybe” or “possibly.”
Essentially, the words that respondents used to define an image were assigned a local or general
context depending on how specific respondents were able to get not only in defining it, but also
in context. As an example, one respondent identified Image I saying, “Doom Paul I think it was
called. I think it was made to mock people who ranted and raved about how Ron Paul was
America's last hope.” Though the participant was able to identify a specific name, their use of the
phrase, “I think” not only in defining the image but also describing its origin resulted in this
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particular definition being listed as “general.” In another instance, in identifying Image A a
respondent said, “Of course, who couldn't. That is Lelouch from Code Geass. I don't think there
is anybody on /a/ who could not identify that.” In this instance, the participant was given two
counts towards local definitions, not only for correctly identifying the character, but also for
being able to identify the show.
Table 43. Kendall’s Tau Correlations Ideal Salience Local and General on Respondent Social Range Average
Ideal
Salience
Local
Correlation Coefficient
Ideal Salience
Local

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.
11
**

-.920**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.

N

Object Biography
Respondent
Social Range
Average

1.000

Correlation Coefficient
Ideal Salience
General
Object
Biography
Respondent
Social Range
Average

Ideal
Salience
General

11

11
*

Correlation Coefficient

-.472*

.327

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.048

.174

.

11

11

11

N

* Significant at the .05 level
** Significant at the .001 level.

Of course there are immediately some possible issues with this process, though every
effort was made to very specifically delineate between general and local definitions. After having
all of the definitions, local, general and overall definition totals were generated. To arrive at our
number, both local and general totals were divided by overall total. In the aggregate data, these
totals were averaged across specific images. In an effort to double check the process, the
averages were correlated with one another (Table 43), resulting in an extremely strong negative
correlation across the board. Due to the non-normal nature of the distributions, Kendall’s Tau
statistics were used for correlations. The strong relationship with local ideal salience on the
social range of object biography participants (-.472) suggests that there is dependence between
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the two variables. While the significance very nearly goes above a p of .05, with the relatively
small sample of the object biography (N = 29) it is worthy of mention.
Object biography interviews. To begin exploring the qualitative data it will be useful
first to start unpacking what came out of the object biography interviews as these results have
been discussed in very limited ways thus far. The object biography interview’s primary purpose
was to explore not only the use of images and the ideal salience variable but also to provide
context for the data we collected. Some questions in the open-ended portion of the interview
focused on the culture of boards of interest and how users came to start using 4chan in general.
Others focused on respondent networks – friends who use the boards, their browsing habits, and
events participated in.
It’s useful to begin by noting that 4chan, seemingly as a whole, seems to be driven
largely by interest or hobby communities. There were a couple of ways people came to 4chan,
either through their friends or by following images and links to their sources. In Figure 18 we
can see these processes at work through network mapping. Each of the vertices are sized based
on the inputs they have coming to them with Friends or Internet/Media, the gates through which
4chan was accessed, the largest nodes. These are surrounded by the relevant participants who
connected to them, and then between these two nodes sit all of the boards respondents eventually
began to access. Most respondents came to 4chan by starting on either the /a/ - Anime or /b/ Random boards. Over time it seems people generally filter out of these two boards and start
exploring other boards based on their own interests. Thus we see boards like /g/ - Technology, or
/diy/ - Do It Yourself as relative dead ends in terms of user movement as they are part of the endchain of users following hobbies or entertainment particulars.
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Figure 18. Respondents Access to Board by way of Internet or Friends

Anonymity effects. While coding the interviews several sweeps were made attempting to
generate more specific themes and connecting various codes to one another. A big category that
came together was perceived anonymity effects – how participants felt anonymity impacted their
4chan experiences. Several initial codes were folded into this category such as freedom, good
with the bad, and identity. In general, interview participants generally agreed that anonymity had
major impacts on the communities they participated in. Themes included the fact that nobody
really knows one another, that anonymity brings out both the best and the worst of people, how
anonymity represents a form of communication free from peer judgment, but also that despite
anonymity people found ways to identify themselves. One respondent said about the freedom of
anonymity:
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I went to co, b, went to v, just the format was foreign to me, I had never seen
anything like it - the anonymous posting, the openness, it just stuck with me I
could say. I liked the freedom to basically call somebody a faggot if I want to.
This is a fairly common sentiment – this freedom is something not only unique to the
environment, but something some would not want to encounter elsewhere in life:
I just like the idea of a place on the internet where you can say whatever the fuck
you want, and basically you don't have to worry about anybody seeing it. That's
what draws me to it. I wouldn't want to be in real life with this.
There is openness within the community, an ability to say things or in some instances ask
things that you may be embarrassed to in face-to-face instances:
So I don't really fit in with a lot of the content or comments, but something I
appreciate about the Political Board, like with all anonymous communities, you
are kind of free to speak your mind, free to say things that would be kind of
sneered at.
Of course the openness has its fair share of extremes, which respondents seem to suggest
are something people must simply come to understand or accept. One respondent on this “good
with the bad” thinking said, “Sometimes that means people will be pure dicks for the sheer sake
of being one, but it also means unadulterated opinion.” Another participant compared 4chan to
Reddit, a different social forum of sorts on the Internet, calling 4chan’s good with the bad world
more democratic:
There are negatives, but personally it doesn't bother me. I like the idea of it
because, if you compare it to a site like Reddit, I think it's a pretty terrible place
for discussion because of the whole upvote system. If more agree with this
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opinion, so more people are going to see it, and if somebody posts something
controversial it's going to be downvoted to the bottom. And that's not a very
democratic discussion process. In that way, I think that 4chan is better.
Policing. In this sense, good with the bad is representative of freedom, especially with
regards to oppression – nobody can stop you from saying it, what you have to say can’t
effectively be hidden from view. The openness results in some terrible discussions, perhaps, but
it also results in some really great exchanges which surpass what could be carried out face-toface. Freedom, though, is also limited. This is more a sense of freedom than actual freedom –
moderators, and janitors, for instance, represent some level of community policing. Able to
remove content, or ban users for breaking the rules that exist for individual boards, there are
actual restrictions in place. These aren’t the only restrictions and were in fact hardly mentioned
by participants. What was mentioned, though, was community policing by other users. One
participant, when talking about /a/ - Anime, said:
There is kind of an attitude about what shows you should watch and which ones
you shouldn't. If you like particular shows, that makes you better than everybody
else. If you don't, then you are plebian, you're the bottom of the barrel filth.
In a conversation about users who identify themselves through the use of what are known
as tripcodes, another participant said:
In /co/, there's an intense hate of tripcoding, but it's excusable when I do it to
story-time. Also, I don't have the belligerent or negative personality of other
tripcoders, so I think I slide by on most of the hatred.
A user of the /mlp/ - My Little Pony board said:
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There is a lot of hate on there, despite the message of the show itself. If new or
different things are presented we instantly go attack it, or if we see somebody
trying to approach us asking what's the point of all this, what's this all about, it's
like you must be new here, you don't belong here.
Hostility towards activity frowned upon, either in the rules for a particular board or by a
sizable chunk of the population, appears to be a somewhat effective way to police these
communities. At the end of the day, most people agree that My Little Pony images filter out all
over 4chan despite such images being banned everywhere on the site except /mlp/ - My little
Pony. On respondent who identified /mlp/ - My Little Pony as their board of interest said, “…the
MLP board in no way condones posting ponies outside of MLP. It acknowledges that ponies are
against the rules, it acknowledges that 4chan does not like them.” In a space of “freedom,” this is
an interesting reaction – an individual who cannot be hurt by other actors save perhaps through
words suggests that it is not okay to post My Little Pony images anywhere else on 4chan. Not
only because it is against the rules but because people do not like them.
There is a reality on 4chan in that anonymous interactions do bring both the good and the
bad, or as one respondent describes it, a “yin and yang.” With the presence of rules and formal
persons who are designated to maintain those rules, there can be limited consequences for
posting anything, especially if that anything includes breaking the rules. Additionally, there are
some rules held by a large part of the population which when broken have their own
consequences – angry words, ignoring requests, or misinforming users as some examples. A
specific example comes to us through the /a/ - Anime board, where many participants suggested
a culture of “elitism” existed. Request threads, as in requesting information about a particular
show or character, are seemingly frowned upon by the board’s users:
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Respondent: It's a bigger board. It's one of the biggest on the site in terms of post
count. It tends to be friendlier, at least among itself. It's very hostile towards
outsiders and newcomers per se, and I would say that the main reason for that is
to try and keep the quality up. With anime in general on the internet, it's…if you
were to search the internet in general or youtube or something, or general
conventions or things, it can get a little scary.
Interviewer: How do you tell a newcomer from somebody who has been around
a while?
Respondent: Well there are small things like not getting inside jokes, general
posting quality - /a/ tends to be a pretty big stickler for grammar and what not.
The biggest thing is recommendation threads. /a/ does not like recommendation
threads at all.
Interviewer: I see - that would be something like, "Recommend me an anime?"
Respondent: Yeah.
Interviewer: And they aren't a fan of that?
Respondent: Not at all. If you make a thread like that, unless it is really good and
focused on very specific topics or types and whatnot, it is going to get trolled out
of existence very quickly, and not very nicely.
This starts to hint at the latent tie nature of 4chan – these unconnected actors, seemingly
not reinforced too strongly by the ties in life they know who also use the site, are able to take
action to the point of maintaining an understood status quo. Sometimes this effect is referred to
as the “hivemind” – the seeming ability of decent segments of the group to cohesively enforce a
position or cooperate to the point of creating de facto rules.
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The exact source of this hivemind phenomenon is not clear, but it is arguable that it is a
component in which there are communities present on 4chan, especially on the individual
boards. People interact socially with one another, and these cultural norms are developed over
time, adopted by new comers, and implemented by groups whether for the sake of humor or to
keep the community’s discussion quality high. These hivemind rules are important to understand
but they don’t stand completely on their own and exceptions to them are common. Additionally,
anybody with a thick enough skin is capable of breaking such norms without much or any harm
at all.
Acculturation. There is a process of acculturation that occurs as people come to the
website and begin to learn the ropes. Some users go so far as to suggest that this process “ruins”
them in that they can no longer enjoy other forums quite the same. Those who posited that they
just could not deal with other forums were relatively few in number, but they did highlight this
acculturation process:
Partially, the paleness and tameness, but also…say I'm on Reddit and someone
says, ‘Oh hey guys, in Dungeon and Dragons the monk class is underpowered,’
and my first response is, ‘Yes, everyone knows that, why are you potsing that,
you are wasting everyone's time.’ But if you say that on Reddit, people get angry
because like, why are you being mean?
Another respondent said, “It's certainly an adjustment to get used to the sort of violent
nature of anonymous discourse, but once you have you can't go back.” Involved in this process
appears to be in-jokes, popular memes, manners of speaking, and even ways of behaving. On
these matters 4chan offers a very complex environment in which some boards have their own
distinct jokes, phrases, or even memes. Within the same space there may be splits in how people
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feel about particular things like using tripcodes as an identity. In order to learn all of these things,
users seems to take a number of routes– some lurk for a while before posting, others jump right
in getting corrected as they go, while some others make use of external websites like
Encyclopedia Dramatica to better understand the material they view:
4chan is really dynamic, and it's really funny when you do catch on. I guess I'm as
much a part of the population who is propagating the 4chan elitism because I see
myself as one of the people who catches on quick. But I think it's funny when I
see something, and I catch onto as soon as I see it, and then I see other people
being like, “Top kick, what the fuck are you talking about?”
One user suggested that getting used to 4chan was like a type of training:
You have to like…it's kind of a training thing you become used to it to where you
can separate the nonsense and the chaff from the valid stuff.
Regarding lurking, some users related to it as being a necessity in order to get the hang of
how the space worked:
And then I saw b, which, well, I was horrified at the time. But I am sure, you have
heard quite a few stories about /b/. But when I took a look, I went from being
horrified, to morbid curiosity I suppose? I was fascinated by a lot of what was
posted - it was scary and new, and I just decided to sit and watch. Admittedly a lot
of the things became hilarious there, and a lot of the time it seemed wrong to me.
Still another said:
Like I said earlier, I am a lurker. I learned that from /b/. One of the threads I first
saw was ‘lurk more’ and I took that to heart. You watch, you learn. I have a very
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huge fear of not looking like an idiot, so I sit there, learn what's appropriate, what
common interactions are like mostly.
While lurking and hanging around on the boards that are most interesting to them, one
respondent said, “That's the problem with me being on 4chan for so long, a lot of the
terminology and opinions begin to creep into your internet self, and it's hard to go back to old
forums anymore after a while.” While this sentiment may not expand beyond a handful of
participants, it’s an interesting one – with enough time hanging around in the space, one will
begin to pick up on the parts that define it. There is clearly for many a unidirectional element to
how respondents participate with the boards on 4chan – they have to observe before
participating, acclimate to the environment, and determine whether or not a particular board
works for them. On this matter, one participant said:
I sometimes browse [/pol/]. Not nearly as often as /k/, but once in a while I will
see what's going on over there. Sometimes I post on a board I don't necessarily
like, like /b/, or video, and I guess it's a learning experience to see what boards
you prefer over others.
Aggregate Community. Ultimately, the question we are looking at here is what is 4chan,
what are the boards which fill the space? In the tradition of Toennies, is it a community? Is it a
society? Brint specifies that, generically, a community “…as aggregates of people who share
common activities and/or beliefs and who are bound together principally by relations of affect,
loyalty, common values, and/or personal concern (8: 2001).” He goes on to argue that while
large communities may in fact generate a sense of community, much as we see on 4chan’s
various boards, it is the smaller groups within that really help to define that community. In this
sense, even on particular boards of interest, 4chan is made up of many sub-communities which
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make up the greater whole. Groups of people interacting over internet relay chat (IRC), in only
specific threads, through avatars or identities – these sub-communities within the board
communities not only help to foster the sense of community, but is likely the broader source of
social capital exchange in the space:
/g/ I think there is a real vocal group, probably the majority, who probably don't
know what they are talking about, or just like technology because of things like
video games. You often see people posting threads about desktops and doing silly
customizations and things like that. And then there is a smaller minority that are
really, really knowledgeable, techcentric people who have the occasional thread
about reverse engineering or serious programming paradigms or something like
that. That's what I enjoy contributing to, having some sort of meaningful dialogue.
Whereas I go to v for just some fun stuff.
With regards to /tg/ - Traditional Games, one participant suggests that the board itself
isn’t really the community, but that the community is fostered elsewhere and the 4chan board is
more of an aggregate saying, “…its members are active on spaces outside of /tg/ and 4chan as
well.” On a similar note, another participant said:
I do some online gaming on /tg/'s IRC server, so I have gotten to know a lot of
people on there…I don't spend a lot of time on /tg/ myself, but I do spend a little
bit. But I am on the IRC channel pretty much constantly.
Another user compared two boards they used, /x/ - Paranormal and /co/ - Comics and
Cartoons. They identified /co/ as more of a community because of its prominent figures saying,
“I'd call /co/ more of a community than /x/. /x/ is more of a discussion group. But /co/ has
dynamics, prominent figures, etc.” Having access to IRC channels, identifiable individuals, and
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even real life meetings may have the effect of making people more attached to their community.
In discussing meet ups, for example, one participant pointed out what seemed to them to be a
high number of shoot range connections on the /k/ - Weapons board:
Respondent: There have been a couple of Texas range days, tons of picture
dumps after. Apparently there are meet ups and people have a good time going
out to shoot guns, chatting and having a barbeque.
Interviewer: If there was one in your area, would you go?
Respondent: Honestly? Yeah, it's kind of fun to bump into new people and I'm
always looking for a new range partner.
In all of this there is a suggestion for latent network theory which has not been addressed
previously. Perhaps places like /a/ - Anime and /tg/ - Traditional Games are aggregate
communities – a crossroads which allow latency to take root and develop into a collaborative
space. The structures of the boards in which these interests can come together will limit how they
can be used, and there is a de facto normalization coming together from the wide swaths of
people coming to the same space with similar interests. Within that aggregate are people playing
games on their IRC channels, organizing local meet ups, or groups translating foreign manga for
dispersion to the aggregate community.
Networks approaches. Having now taken the SCSCB and Object Biography results into
consideration, we can start constructing a view of how 4chan looks overall. Where do people go
and what do the resulting patterns look like? Two separate paths were taken to run these
analyses. In the first method, all users were thrown into the same pool as all boards. Users were
connected to the individual boards they had listed as their boards of interest and in their social
range. That is to say, boards which were listed by users as their board of interest, say /a/ - Anime,
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and boards that were listed in their social range variable, /b/ - Random and /mu/ - Music for
example, would also be part of the same list of edges for a particular respondent.

Figure 19. Users to All Boards Louvain Communities

Using the Louvain method to generate maps of the network, eight unique communities
were uncovered. This algorithm is designed to detect community structure first by connections
between nodes locally, and then aggregates a community from those connections. Community
structure then is largely defined by groups of nodes which share a lot of connections with one
another tightly (Blondel et al 2008). In this first instance, the eight communities present give a
representation of where individual respondents spend their time. One of the communities only
had a single node in it, “Graphic Design,” and as such is left out of the network maps that follow.
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Node size was drawn based on the number of inputs coming into it. Node size then represents
how many incoming connections individual boards had overall.

Figure 20. Users to All Boards Community One

The first community that comes out of this process (Figure 20) has one main cluster
which includes the Comics and Cartoons, Artwork Criticism, Animals Nature and Pokémon
boards. The Louvain method also connected these boards to the Paranormal, Robot9000 and
3DCG boards. In many ways these connections represent a certain amount of creativity, possibly
focused on generating and discussing creative endeavors. While perhaps a stretch, the
requirement of content to be fresh and new on the Robot9000 board fits within this
interpretation.
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Figure 21. Users to All Boards Community Two

A second community structure (Figure 21) generated two very specific groups – a more
loosely related anime cluster and video games oriented grouping. There are a lot of interrelations
between these boards, and the inclusion of the International and Flash boards are not particularly
surprising, especially Flash considering that the rules for the board require Japanese specific
content. The largest nodes here are the Anime, Video Games, and Video Games Generals boards.
Looking at the third Louvain method generated community (Figure 22) we see a main,
central clustering between Traditional Games, Toys, and the Hentai Alternative boards. Hentai
Alternative is a pornographic board and while not limited specifically to these boards does seem
to be most tightly associated with them according to user participation. This structural map
presents a difficult interpretation – with alternative sports and traditional games, along with toys,
one may be tempted to identify it with games but the inclusion of the Hentai Alternative, Food
and Cooking, and Papercaft boards muddies the waters.
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Figure 22: Users to All Boards Community Three

Figure 23. Users to All Boards Community Four

The fourth community (Figure 23) is very firmly lodged in adult content with many of
the boards generally playing host to pornographic images and content. Our central cluster at the
middle of the grouping includes the Random, Hentai, and Adult Gif boards. While some of the
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boards, such as Random, SFW Gifs, Torrents and Fileshares, are not focused entirely on adult
content, this community is pretty easy to identify with that theme.
In the fifth community (Figure 24), a strong theme emerges of mechanical, physical
activities. Here we see boards like Weapons, Outdoors, Automotive, Do It Yourself, and the
Technology boards strongly present. Travel, Photography and Transportation are sort of fringe
outliers in this community, but share enough commonalities with others to be included.
Compared to some of our larger communities such as one, two and four, this community is much
narrower like community three. As a small structural map, there are roughly five relatively equal
sized nodes with the Weapons and Technology boards seemingly having the most individual
edges directing into them.
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Figure 24. Users to All Boards Community Five

Figure 25. Users to All Board Community Six

Returning to a larger community structure, the sixth Louvain community generated
(Figure 25) is almost representative of lifestyles and topics that are subject to a lot of debate.
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Boards listed here include Fitness and Health, Fashion, Music Literature, and Sports. At the
middle of this map is a cluster of boards including some just mentioned, but also Science and
Math as well as the TV and Film boards. Some of these are very culturally oriented, and
conversations in these spaces can sometimes be argumentative.
The last community produced through the Louvain method (Figure 26) gives us a very
interesting map in which the middle cluster is of users with boards in common. Specifically,
many of the users at the middle of the map share connections with the Politically Incorrect and
My Little Pony boards. What is of particular interest here is the large number of unconnected,
singular edges coming into both /POL/ and /MLP/ suggesting that, while users also interact with
many other boards, it is this commonality that would build them into a similar “community” of
sorts.

Figure 26. Users to All Boards Community Seven
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In our first technique, the list of boards of interest was generated as representing the
social range aggregates of the individual respondents who had selected them. That is to say that
for all of the respondents who selected the /MU/ - Music board as their board of interest, all of
the boards they had chosen with relation to their social range were now considered to be the total
social range of /MU/. Individual users were tied into their board of interest to represent initial
starting points, which visually creates a situation in which the board of interest appears to be a
gate keeper of sorts.
An attempt was run to carry out a similar analysis using a hierarchical clustering
algorithm based on the same data looking at similarity across cases. As an example, comparing
Cute Male and Yaoi would require an analysis of how many cases both visited both boards. The
Jaccard Index is a measure of similarity – boards connected by lines further out are less similar
than those connected more closely.
A dendogram as large and complex as presented in Figure 27 can be difficult to interpret
easily. As such, the dendogram was broken down into several smaller sets, some of which will
be discussed below. Looking over Figure 27, there are some similarities with the above network
data that stand out. However there are also some basic differences. Of course Jaccard clusting
allows us to see similarities and connections at a much finer level than the Louvain method. We
can see here, for example, the Anime and Video games are extremely similar according to the
Jaccard Index, as the users who go to one often also go to the other.
Other interesting similarities include the Torrenting, Filesharing and Request boards.
Retro Games, Flash, Toys and Mecha share the same branch out past a similarity rating of 15.
DIY and Outdoors are similar below a rating of 10 as are Health and Fitness and Fashion. Video
Games and Video Game Generals are also one of the few pairs connected below 10. Wallpapers
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general and anime wall papers are also very similar sitting closer to five. It becomes difficult
very quickly to make meaningful, associative groupings as we get past 10 on the similarity
index, and this research will not attempt to do so.

Figure 27. Jaccard Dendogram of Social Range Boards
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Between the network maps and the Jaccard diagrams, we can see the aggregate
community in action. People come to 4chan largely out of their own personal interests and it
makes sense that they would then end up in related spaces. We can take the network maps,
anime/video games for example (Figure 21 above) and begin to understand how interests
converge among users. With so many people in Figure 21 sharing their interests in the anime and
video games, it would not be surprising to find cultural similarities between these spaces. In
many ways, this could also help to explain the ability of users to police their respective
communities. By having shared participation across particular boards or groups of boards, norms
and standards would translate more effectively from one instance to another.
Jaccard similarity indexing tells us that there are some boards which are highly related to
one another with regards to user participation. Video games and video game generals are a useful
example here. Users who peruse the video games board are able to view general discussion of
games, tactics, development and other topics. However the video game generals board maintains
a series of gaming threads about particular video games, giving users the ability to focus in on
threads that are particular to games they are playing or are interested in. This sort of relationship
can also be seen between the torrenting, filesharing and request boards which are all spaces
related to providing users access to material they are looking for.
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Chapter 5: Concluding Thoughts
One of the main positions of this research is the idea of 4chan being a “latent” network,
and the question hangs in the air – is 4chan such a network? In the above analyses, we see a
couple of interesting things that may yield some understanding of this. There is a decreased
significance in the sense of community model for the entire membership dimension along with
several other indicators falling to the wayside as well. While the sense of community index was
updated in an effort to make it adaptable in virtual environments, like Abfalter et al, our
confirmatory factor analysis was unable to validate the original scale. Validation of the Abfalter
et al model was not borne out in this work either, though it is perhaps the difference between
their research site and 4chan that resulted in differences in the CFA.
When we take into account the interviews which came out this research and combine
them with the CFA’s final model results, it is possible that instead of measuring a sense of
community, we are instead something different. Both Brint (2001) and Schackman (2008) define
community in similar ways – a group of people with similar interests and goals. With
membership not being a significant dimension in the sense of community, and among the
membership indicators shared values having been a measure, the sense of community measures
in this survey may represent latency.
Drawing on the literature, especially that of Haythornthwaite (2005), there is a strong
argument to be made that 4chan is a latent network. In many ways, these findings validate her
positions on latent ties developing into stronger ones – interview participants did discuss their
participation in smaller communities located in the broader boards. The creation of latent ties is
immediate upon coming to 4chan, and as the website’s users begin to explore boards which
relate to their interests, some of those latent ties become stronger over time as association in
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those smaller groups becomes more common. Haythorntwaite’s arguments often focus on this
transition, whereas my own focus on latency as a matter of semi-permanence. In this view, there
are those actors who never participate in smaller groups, never develop any ties at all beyond the
faceless individuals they encounter in the space.
Interviews with respondents highlight a few very particular items which would support
this position. One of the most important supporting pieces of evidence is the aggregate
community concept. The SCSCB instrument was targeted at specific boards because it was
argued that there was a necessity in narrowing down to the most likely community component of
the space. According to respondents, much of the community building doesn’t actually occur at
that level, but rather in chat rooms, smaller gaming groups, or other places outside of the board
of interest. The aggregate community is seemingly an operationalization of the latent model itself
– people on the internet with a common interest in a particular hobby or activity find themselves
on message boards that allow them to possibly meet people with similar interests. Normalization
proceeds because people, while not actively engaged in a strongly active community, are still
interacting with another.
Another important claim of this research regards the increased importance of cultural
capital over social. The third and fourth hypotheses in this work operated under the assumption
that social capital would not have much of an influence at all, but neither of these proved to be
accurate. However when considering correlations with sense of community and real life ties, we
see nothing but weak associations. Regression models utilizing these measures proved to lack
any significance and the only social capital measure which seemed to have any significance
related to sharing personal information online in the space directly. On the other hand, cultural
capital indicators proved to be an incredibly significant part of this work, suggesting that in a
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latent network structure it is knowledge and participation in events which matter most. Symbolic
capital did not have as strong a showing as expected, but did come out as an exogenous, base
variable which impacted others in an overall path model. At least in the context of virtual
communities, these findings suggest that researchers should be paying more attention to cultural
capital variables, expanding the concept and further elaborating on its role in network
development.
At the start of the object biography analysis, it was noted that people basically come to
4chan either by clicking through links or tracking down sources and friends. While there are
likely people who just stumbled upon 4chan through other methods, everybody in this sample
came in one of those two ways – more or less reinforcing their own interests or the interests of
their friends. These findings seem to suggest that, at least in the case of 4chan, a sense of
community is weak because of this aggregate effect. Haythornthwaite argued that latent
networks would recast weak ties and there is something to that in the data. Most respondents
don’t actively discuss their activity on 4chan with one another, and of those who do, they are not
necessarily aware of what activities on the boards their friends are engaging in. It seems a fairly
safe conclusion to say that, for most people on 4chan, when two people who know each other
interact in the space, their weak ties in life are essentially irrelevant.
The basic premises for what would constitute a latent network were laid down in this
work, attempting to construct a latent network theory building up from Haythornthwaite. Cycling
ties, hierarchy of effect strength with social capital at the bottom, high amounts of cultural and
symbolic interaction, and the facilitation of unidirectional interaction were some of the main
factors. 4chan seems to possess all of these. The data bear out that social capital has a minimal
effect in the environment, while at least cultural interaction is strong. The amount of lurkers, and
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in fact the noted necessity by interview participants for lurking over time, suggest that
unidirectional ties are a major component. By the structure laid out in this paper, there is a
powerful suggestion that latency is present in the network.
The qualitative work informs this process by giving us the concept of aggregate
community. This is in many ways the essence of a latent network. Like a convention center,
where people interested in a particular topic come to show off their knowledge, and experience
the games or sessions that strike their fancy, 4chan is a massive building with various wings
dedicated to such gatherings. Those interested in traditional games come to the /tg/ - Traditional
Games board and they gather in the commons, only to disseminate into the sessions that they
want to attend. From there they may meet new friends to play games with, discuss the finer
points of game mechanics, or develop new gaming ideas with one another. Continuing with the
convention center analogy – not everybody comes to 4chan to make friends or find people with
similar interests. Rather, they come only to attend the sessions, gather information, learn some
new things, and then leave back for home having been entertained and informed.
There is a lot going on which may be attributable to this. Schackman’s argument of the
commons and even Desmond’s research on disposable ties are of prime import. People come to
4chan very easily – there are very few barriers to posting, and collecting the information
necessary to “learn” the culture is not difficult via extended lurking, or observation. With a lack
of information regarding the smaller communities formed within the boards themselves, all we
have is speculation in this area, but if cycling ties, and the “weak” status suggested by
Haythornthwaite remain true, then there is every reason to believe that these smaller groups are
not entirely cohesive. That is to say, much like what Desmond found in his work, those 4chan
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users who interact in smaller groups may develop strong ties in one instance, only to toss them
away when their interests change suddenly or disappear altogether.
The amount of people known who also use 4chan and even the number of close friends
from that group has extremely limited impacts on sense of community. The big factors impacting
a sense of community on 4chan are really cultural indicators like posting and reading, along with
sharing information about oneself in the space. Regression analysis points out that in the model,
personal information is less important the reading or posting. The side communities, which were
not adequately explored in this work, may very well be the cinching factor which helps to
construct the latent theory in a more firm way. Homophily, or similarity of traits, seems like a
big deal in many respects, and investigations into the network structures and hierarchies supports
this. Boards group together along various themes, often with related boards, or those intersecting
an axis of similarity, group together. The clearest and best example of this comes from the
Jaccard analysis of SCSCB participants in the form of the file sharing boards – there were
enough users who shared those boards commonly among themselves to make them some of the
closest related in the entire 4chan network.
Community on the Internet is still in many ways a contentious topic. Some of us want to
be able to look out into human sociality and say without a doubt that the Internet still develops
community, and that the ties are strong. In some regards, my research suggests that this is the
case, but that researchers may be going too broad in their search of sincere, tight communities.
Large forums, full of avatars and screen names, or in the case of 4chan, simple anonymity, are
substantially different than what community is like in life. What this research seems to reveal is
that it is during the small sessions and gatherings where community continues to develop online,
not at the broader meet and greets.
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Needing additional research, concepts introduced in this work like social range and ideal
saliences deserve some further consideration. Neither of the variables had massive impacts on
the work, though at aggregate levels both did appear to become more relevant. Of course this
could be related to the same reasons sense of community resulted in such a limited model – at
this aggregate community level, there is too much noise for them to be reliable measures. It may
be more useful in the future to find the smaller groupings within these broader communities and
assess both measures there – how many groups do members participate in, and what are their
impressions of a range of more specific images.
Studying 4chan may represent something different than other forums, but it is my
suspicion that there are more similarities than not. True, the lack of screen names and the
transient nature of cultural permanence in the form of archives may represent a very different
place, but the themes are similar. Unlike in real life, latent structures on the Internet dominate,
and are clearly visible – they are the buildings which bring us together through common interest.
This is almost a necessity of design in many ways however. In life, we are limited largely by
geography, though technology like the phone and Facebook allow us to expand beyond these
points. Forums represent a different beast – we come to them because we do an Internet search
for something we are interested in, and we find these collectives which are inhabited by those
who performed similar searches.
If latency in life is defined by neighbors we rarely speak to, such a structure is hardly
noticeable because we don’t really think about it. We walk out to our cars and nod at the
neighbor when leaving for work in the morning. On a place a like 4chan, we are immersed in
latency. The convention center was built expressly to house us all and the interests we pursue.
Like our unknown neighbor in life, our anonymous connections on 4chan are unlikely to help us
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out with rent, or take care of our dogs for the weekend. However should we need something
minor – ask your neighbor for a cup of sugar, or your fellow anon for a link to an anime you
can’t find online –you may very well be able to activate that network to fulfill some extra needs.
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Appendix C: Object Biography Interview Guide
Interview guide.
1. How did you come to start using 4chan?
•

Do you recall when you started coming to the website?

•

Was there a particular board, or a set of boards which first drew your interest?

•

Did you have any friends that introduced you to 4chan?

2. Which board do you currently spend most of your time on, and are there any particular reasons
you spend your time there?
•

What can you tell me about the culture of that board?

•

What about the board keeps you coming back to it?

•

Are there any reasons why you have migrated to that board from the one your started
using?

3. Do you have any friends who also use 4chan, and do they use the same board as the one you
primarily use?
4. Are there any events organized on 4chan which you have ever participated in? Could you tell
me about those events?
•

How do you participate in the events?

•

Do the events have goals?

•

What do you get out of participating in the events?
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Object biography guide.
1. If you were to see this object, and somebody was to ask you to identify it, what would you call
it?
•

To your knowledge, does this object have a specific name?

2. Do you have any other names or specifics which you may draw attention to?
3. Can you describe the physical characteristics of this object to me? In your own words, what
are the components that make this image up?
•

Is there a particular way the words should be placed?

•

Is there a theme or message normally portrayed in this image?

•

What are the elements within the image?

4. Are there any particular boards on 4chan you would expect to find this object on most
commonly?
5. Are there any specific contexts in which this object is most appropriate for posting in?
6. Could you explain why those contexts are most appropriate for use of this object?
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Appendix D: Object Biography Images

Figure 28: Image A, Lelouch Lamperouge, Code Geass - Found on /a/ - Anime

Figure 29: Image B, 4chan Gold Account Troll - Found on /b/ - Random

Figure 30: Image C, Batman #0 Comic Cover - Found on /co/ - Comics and Cartoons
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Figure 31: Image D, Your Ideal Teplate
plate Filled In - Found on /fit/ - Health and Fitness

Figure 32: Image E, Windows to Linux - Found on /g/ - Technology

Figure 33: Image F, Glock 17 9x19mm - Found on /k/ - Weapons
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Figure 34: Image G, Rainbow Dash - Found on /mlp/ - My Little Pony

Figure 35: Image H, Album Art Temple Filled In - Found on /mu/ - Music
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Figure 36: Image I, Ron Paul Imposed on the Devil - Found on /pol/ - Politically Incorrect

Figure 37: Image J, Warhammer 40,000 Ultra Marines - Found on /tg/ - Traditional Games

Figure 38: Image K, Fallout New Vegas Screen Shot - Found on /v/ - Video Games
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Appendix E: Countries Located

Figure 39: Respondents' Country Located
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